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ABSTRACT 
Centroidal Voronoi tessellations (CVT) are Voronoi tessellations of a region such 
that the generating points of the tessellations are also the centroids of the corresponding 
Voronoi regions. Such tessellations are of use in very diverse applications, including data 
compression, clustering analysis, cell biology, territorial behavior of animals, optimal 
allocation of resources, and grid generation. A detailed review is given in Chapter 1. 
In Chapter 2, some probabilistic methods for determining centroidal Voronoi tessel­
lations and their parallel implementation on distributed memory systems are presented. 
The results of computational experiments performed on a CRAY T3E-600 system are 
given for each algorithm. These demonstrate the superior sequential and parallel per­
formance of a new algorithm we introduce. 
Then, new algorithms are presented in Chapter 3 for the determination of point sets 
and associated support regions that can then be used in meshless computing methods. 
The algorithms are probabilistic in nature so that they are totally meshfree, i.e., they 
do not require, at any stage, the use of any coarse or fine boundary conforming or su­
perimposed meshes. Computational examples are provided that show, for both uniform 
and nonuniform point distributions, that the algorithms result in high-quality point sets 
and high-quality support regions. 
The extensions of centroidal Voronoi tessellations to general spaces and sets are 
also available. For example, tessellations of surfaces in an Euclidean space may be 
considered. In Chapter 4, a precise definition of such constrained centroidal Voronoi 
tessellations (CCVT's) is given and a number of their properties are derived, including 
iv 
their characterization as minimizers of an "energy". Deterministic and probabilistic 
algorithms for the construction of CCVT's are presented and some analytical results for 
one of the algorithms are given. Some computational examples are provided which serve 
to illustrate the high quality of CCVT point sets. CCVT point sets are also applied to 
polynomial interpolation and numerical integration on the sphere. 
Finally, some conclusions are given in Chapter 5. 
V 
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CHAPTER 1. OVERVIEW 
In this chapter, we first review some definitions and remarks about centroidal Voronoi 
tessellations and their generalizations; then, in §1.2, we discuss some applications; finally, 
some results and properties related to these tessellations are given in §1.3. Most of the 
content of this chapter can be found in (13). 
1.1 Introduction 
Given an open set fi C R^, the set {K}f=i is called a tessellation of Q if Vi C fi 
for i = 1,... ,k, Vi fl Vj = 0 for i ^ j, and uf=l V,- = fi. Let | • | denote the Euclidean 
norm on R^. Given an open set fi C R^ and a set of points {z,-}*=l belonging to ft, the 
Voronoi region K corresponding to the point zis defined by 
K = {x € ft | |x — z,-| < |x — Zjl for j  = 1,... ,Ar, j  ^  i}. (1.1) 
Clearly, we have 
Vi fl Vj = 0 for i ^ j and uf=1 Vi = fi. 
The set {K}f=i is referred to as a Voronoi tessellation or Voronoi diagram of ft, the 
members of the set {z,}f=1 are referred to as generating points or generators, and each 
Vi is referred to as the Voronoi region or Voronoi cell corresponding to z,-. It is well-known 
that the Voronoi regions are polyhedra. These tessellations and their dual tessellations 
(in R2, the Delaunay triangulations) are very useful in a variety of applications. For a 
comprehensive treatment of Voronoi diagrams, see (52; 13). 
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Given a density function p(y) > 0 defined on fi, then for each Voronoi region VJ, we 
could define the mass centroid z" of VJ by 
j  yp (y )dy  
z* = —4 for i  =  1 , . . .  ,  k  (1.2) 
p(y )dy  
J* 
The tessellation defined by (1.1) is called a centroidal Voronoi tessellation if and only if 
z, — Zj , for i — 1,... ,k (1.3) 
i.e., the points z,- that serve as generators for the Voronoi regions % are themselves the 
mass centroids of those regions. This situation is quite special in the sense that, given 
an arbitrary set of points {z,}*_l belonging to some region fi C R^, these points will 
not in general be the centroids of their associated Voronoi regions. See Fig. 1.1 for an 
illustration in two dimensions. 
Figure 1.1 On the left, the Voronoi regions corresponding to 10 randomly 
selected points in a square; the density function is a constant. 
The dots are the Voronoi generators and the circles are the cen­
troids of the corresponding Voronoi regions. Note that the gen­
erating points and the centroids do not coincide. On the right, a 
10-point centroidal Voronoi tessellation of a square; the density 
function is a constant. The dots are simultaneously the gener­
ating points for the Voronoi tessellation and the centroids of the 
Voronoi regions. 
As a result, one is left with the following construction problem: 
3 
Given: 
a region fl C R^, a positive integer k, and a density function p(y), 
defined for y € $1; 
find: 
k points Zi, i = fc, belonging to ft and t regions % C ft, i = 
1,... , fc, that tessellate ft 
such that simultaneously 
the regions {K}*=1 are Voronoi regions for the points {z,}f=1 and 
the points {z,}*=l are the mass centroids of the regions {K}f=i-
It is worth noting that the solution of this problem is in general not unique. For 
example, consider the case of N = 2, ft C R2 a square, and p = 1. Two solutions of 
the above problem are depicted in Fig. 1.2; other solutions may be obtained through 
rotations. 
Figure 1.2 Two centroidal Voronoi tessellations of a square. The points Zi 
and Zi are the centroids of the rectangles on the left or of the 
triangles on the right. 
The concept of centroidal Voronoi tessellations also can be applied to the discrete 
case and to other metrics. We first consider the case where, instead of being given a 
region ft C R'v, we are given a discrete set of points W = {yt}£Li belonging to R'v. A 
se t  {K}f = i  i s  a  tesse l l a t ion  o f  W i f  Vi  C W fo r  i  =  1 , . . .  ,  k ,  V i  f l  Vj  = 0  fo r  i  ^  j ,  
and uf=1 Vi = W. Given a set of points {zt}f=1 belonging to R^, Voronoi sets are now 
4 
defined by 
K  =  { x €  W  I  | x  -  z , - |  <  | x  -  Z j |  f o r  j  =  1 , . . .  , k, j ^ i 
(1.4) 
where equality holds only for i < j }. 
Note that other tie-breaking rules for points equidistant to two or more of the z,-'s can 
also be used. Also, given a density function p(y) > 0, defined for y € W, the mass 
centroid z" of any set V C IV is now defined by 
53p(y)|y-ze |2 = mf ^/î(y)|y-z|2, (1.5) 
yÇV y€V 
where the sums extend over the points belonging to V and Vm can be taken to be V or 
it can be an even larger set like R^. In the statistical and vector quantization literature, 
see, e.g., (26) and (21), respectively, discrete centroidal Voronoi tessellations are often 
related to optimal k-means clusters, and Voronoi regions and centroids are referred to 
as clusters and cluster centers, respectively. More discussion of this topic is provided in 
§1.2.3. 
The notions of Voronoi regions and centroids, and therefore, of centroidal Voronoi 
regions, may be generalized to more abstract spaces and to metrics other than the 
Euclidean I2 norm. For example, of interest to us will be 
d(x,y) = ||x-y|&,. (1.6) 
For another example, let <f(x, y) denote a distance function induced by a norm which is 
equivalent to the I2 norm on R^. Let -< be an order of R^. Then, Voronoi tessellations 
of fi, with respect to this metric, are defined by 
K = { x € H ; </(x, z,-) < </(x, Zj )  j  = 1,... , Ar, j  ^  i  and 
(1.7) 
d(x ,  Z i )  = <f(x, Zj )  j  -<  i  } .  
Notice that, without the inclusion of the part d(x ,  z ,-) = <f(x, Zj ) ,  K~ does not necessarily 
provide a partition of fi as there could be non-empty boundaries. Using a partial order 
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one may decide how portions of boundaries with non-empty interior get assigned to 
specific Voronoi regions. Such a partition, in general, only guarantees that the Voronoi 
regions are star-shaped (with respect to the metric) (41). Note that if one considers the 
interior of the closure, then 
In this case, the regions may overlap but they remain convex. 
A generalized definition of the centroid z" of a region V with respect to a density 
function p(-) might be defined as 
Here, V" can be the closure of V or the region defined by (1.8) or even so long as 
the existence of z" can be guaranteed either by the compactness or the convexity of the 
region and the convexity of the functional. A similar extension is discussed in Chapter 
4. Centroidal Voronoi tessellations of fl can again be defined by (1.3). 
The notion of Voronoi regions may be extended to weighted Voronoi regions (24) 
and may also be extended to more abstract spaces and the generators can also be lines, 
areas, or other more abstract objects (52). The metrics need not be induced by a norm 
as well. 
1.2 Applications 
In this section, we discuss a number of applications for centroidal Voronoi tessella­
tions. 
1.2.1 Data compression in image processing 
The first application is to data compression. We will use a context from image pro­
cessing; however, the basic ideas and principles are valid for many other data compression 
%  =  { x €  0  ;  d ( x , z f )  <  d(x ,Z j )  j  -  1,... , k ,  j  ^  i } .  (1.8) 
Jvp(y)<z',y) dy  =  mf J^ p(y)d(z ,  y )  dy  (1.9) 
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applications. 
The setting is as follows. We have a color picture composed of many pixels, each 
of which has an associated color. Each of the colors is a combination of basic, e.g., 
primary, colors. Let the components of y represent a possible combination of the basic 
colors and let p(y) denote the number of times the particular combination y occurs 
in the picture. We let W denote the set of admissible colors, i.e., the set of allowable 
combinations of the primary colors. In a given picture, there may be many different 
colors. For example, there may be on the order of 10s pixels in a picture, with each pixel 
potentially having a different color. Our task is to approximate the picture by replacing 
the color at each pixel by one from a smaller set of colors {z,}*=1, where each z, € W. 
For related discussions, we refer to (35; 29; 37). In particular, a discussion of different 
clustering algorithms in image compression applications can be found in (35). 
A natural question is, how does one effect the assignment of the colors in the original 
picture to the colors in the set {z,}f=1? The shell of such an algorithm is given as follows. 
Given: 
the set of admissible colors W, a positive integer k, and a density 
function p(y), defined for y € W; 
choose: 
k  colors Zj, % = , k ,  belonging to W and k  subsets V{  cW, i  = 
1,... , k, that tessellate W; 
then: 
if y is a color appearing in the original picture and y € K , replace 
y with Zf. 
The definition of the above algorithm is completed once one specifies how to choose 
the sets {zt}f=l and {K}*=i- Clearly, one would want to choose these sets so that the 
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approximate picture using only k colors is a "good" approximation to the given picture 
that contains many more colors. 
In a straightforward way, one may use a Monte Carlo method, using p(y) (suitably 
normalized) as a probability density, to choose the set of approximating colors {zt-}f=1. 
Once this set is determined, it is natural to choose the assignment sets to be the 
associated Voronoi sets. Unfortunately, even with k = 256, the approximate pictures 
produced in this manner are not always satisfactory. 
A better approximate picture is found if the sets {zt}f=1 and {K}f=1 are chosen so 
that the functional 
k 
£((z.-, Vi), i  =  1 , . . .  ,  k )  =  ^ 2  ^ 2  fwly; - z'f (1.10) 
»=i yj€v, 
is minimized over all possible sets of k  points belonging toW = {y,}^l and all possible 
tessellations of W into k regions V£, i = 1,... , k. Note that no a priori relation between 
the points zt- and subsets Vi is assumed. The motivation for minimizing £ is clear: one 
is then minimizing the sum of the squares of the distances, in the color space W and 
weighted by the density function p(y), between the colors y, in the picture and the 
reduced color set z,-. It is important to note that the minimization process is over both 
all possible subsets {z, }*_1 of reduced colors and, independently, over all possible subsets 
{K}f_i that tessellate W, with the only restriction being that both sets have cardinality 
fc. 
It is not hard to show that S given by (1.10) is minimized when the K's are the 
Voronoi sets for the z,-'s and, simultaneously, the z,'s are the mass centroids of the K's, 
in the sense of (1.3) and (1.4), respectively. In other words, the z/s and V{'s form a 
centroidal Voronoi tessellation with respect to the density function p(y). Note that 
the centroidal Voronoi property is a necessary (but in general not sufficient) optimality 
condition. 
The same principle can be applied to the compression of monochrome pictures. In 
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Fig. 2.5, we give an original 8-bit monochrome picture (top-left), an approximate 3-bit 
compressed image determined by a Monte Carlo algorithm (top-right), and an approx­
imate 3-bit compressed image determined by a centroidal Voronoi algorithm (bottom-
left). Clearly, the centroidal Voronoi algorithm results in a better approximate picture. 
(Of course, there are other image-data compression algorithms that are more effective 
than the Monte Carlo algorithm; again, see, e.g., (35) for discussions and comparisons.) 
Figure 1.3 An 8-bit monochrome picture (top-left) and the compressed 3-bit 
images by the Monte Carlo simulation (top-right), the centroidal 
Voronoi algorithm (bottom-left), and the centroidal Voronoi al­
gorithm with dithering (bottom-right). 
Observe that the compressed image obtained by the centroidal Voronoi algorithm 
suffers from a phenomenon known as contouring; see the shoulder in the image on the 
bottom-left of Fig. 1.3. We emphasize that contouring is a difficulty associated with the 
assignment step of the algorithm, and not with the particular choice for the reduced 
set of colors used to determine the approximate image. Contouring occurs when the 
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colors (or, in the case of a monochrome picture, the shades of gray) in the original, 
uncompressed picture are changing "continuously." Then, the colors (or shades) of two 
neighboring pixels in the physical picture can be on opposite sides of an edge of a Voronoi 
region in color space. As a result, two different colors (or shades) are assigned to the two 
neighboring pixels so that the distribution of colors in the compressed picture becomes 
discontinuous, e.g., contours appear in the image. 
Contouring can be ameliorated by dithering. For example, instead of always assigning 
a color to the nearest color in the reduced set, i.e., to the generator of the Voronoi 
region to which the color belongs, one sometimes assigns a color to the second nearest 
generator. The assignments can be done based on the relative distances from the point 
to be assigned to the two nearest generators. Then, if these distances are nearly equal, 
i.e., if the point is near the boundary of its Voronoi polygon in color space, it is almost 
as probable that the point will be assigned to the second nearest generator. On the 
other hand, if the point is near its Voronoi generator, it is much more probable that it 
will not be assigned to the second nearest generator. If dx and d2 denote the distances 
(in color space) between the point to be assigned and the nearest and second nearest 
Voronoi generators, respectively, one simple method for determining the assignment is to 
assign the point to the nearest generator with probability d2f(<fi + d2) and to the second 
nearest generator with probability d\/{d\ + d2). The bottom-right image in Fig. 1.3 is 
that of a compressed image determined using the same centroidal Voronoi tessellation 
for the approximating shades of gray as was used for the bottom-left picture, but for 
which the assignment is done by this dithering algorithm. Note that the contours have 
now disappeared. 
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1.2.2 Optimal quadrature rules 
For a given region fi C RN and a given positive integer k, consider quadrature rules 
of the type 
where {z,}*=1 are k points in fi and {A,-}*=1 are the volumes of a set of regions {K }f=i 
that tessellate fi. We would like to choose the z,-'s and VJ's so that the quadrature rule 
is, in some sense, as accurate as possible. 
Let us examine the quadrature error for the class of Lipschitz continuous functions 
/(y) with, say, Lipschitz constant L. In this case, we have that the quadrature error Q 
is given by 
Thus, it is natural to try to choose {z«}*=1 and {K}Li so that the right-hand side of 
(1.11) is minimized. 
We may also consider quadrature rules that use the values of the function / and its 
first p — 1 derivatives evaluated at the points zThen, if the (p — l)-st derivative of / 
is Lipschitz continuous with Lipschitz constant L, we have that the quadrature error Q 
is now estimated by 
(1.12) is minimized. 
The minimization of the right-hand-side of (1.11) or (1.12) is accomplished when the 
Vi's are the Voronoi sets for the zt-'s and, simultaneously, the zt-'s are the mass centroids 
r& 
/ fiy )dy  « V A,/(z<), 
Jo. ~1 
i /• Q = / /(y) <*y~52 
I , , i=l * , C1.11) 
j Y, I (/(y) - /(«<)) ^ y JVi ly ~ Zfldy -
(1.12) 
Again, it is natural to try to choose {z,-}*=1 and {Vf}*=1 so that the right-hand-side of 
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of the K's, in the sense of (1.7)—(1-9), where d(-, •) is given by (1.6). This may be shown 
using techniques similar to the ones discussed in §3. 
The problem of finding an optimal numerical quadrature has been well-studied in 
the literature. For instance, the classical Gaussian integration rules (12) and the quasi-
Monte Carlo rules based on number-theoretic methods all share optimal properties in 
some sense. We refer to (51) for a comprehensive treatment of the latter subject; see 
also (30; 58; 68) for some recent developments. In general, one can consider optimal 
quadrature rules over a given function space and for specific types of function evalua­
tions. The appearance of the centroidal Voronoi diagrams is the result of the special 
function spaces we have chosen here. We note that for integrals over irregular domains, 
many sophisticated integration rules can provide estimates superior to that for centroidal 
Voronoi diagrams, but the former require partitioning or mapping into regular regions. 
On the other hand, the quadrature rules given by the centroidal Voronoi diagrams can be 
a convenient method to provide a crude estimate with very limited information known 
about the integrand. 
1.2.3 Optimal representation, quantization, and clustering 
A related application is the representation/interpolation of observed data. For ex­
ample, in one of the earliest practical applications of Voronoi diagrams, Thiessen studied 
the problem of estimating the total precipitation in 1911 in a given geographical region. 
The mathematical problem can be described as follows. Given k locations of the plu­
viometers {x,-} and associated subrogions {K}, if p(x) denotes the precipitation at x, 
then the total precipitation 
can be estimated by 
k 
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where |K | denotes the area of V{. If we wish to find the best locations for the pluviome­
ters in order to reduce the estimation error, we may follow the discussion in §1.2.2 to 
formulate this optimization problem as an optimal quadrature problem. Another for­
mulation is documented in (52). Imagine the function p(x) is a random variable at x 
which can be expressed as 
where m(x) is a deterministic continuous function of x and e(x) is a random function 
having zero expected value. Then, the estimation error can be formulated as 
In the case of constant variance £[c(x)2] = <r and if the change in m(x) is small compared 
with the variance <r in the associated region, one can approximate the above error by 
Here, Cou(x, x.) is the covariance. Empirically, 1 — Cou(x,x,) may be treated as an 
increasing function /(|x — x,|) of the distance |x — x,-|; thus, the problem of finding 
the optimal locations for pluviometers can be formulated as the minimization of the 
functional 
which is, again, a problem of finding the centroidal Voronoi diagram. 
A similar and even earlier example is the question of round-off, i.e., to represent real 
numbers by the closest integers. This problem has been studied in (62) and the answer 
is obviously a simple example of one-dimensional centroidal Voronoi diagrams. 
The representation of a given quantity with less information is often referred to 
as quantization and it is an important subject in information theory. The subject of 
vector, i.e, multidimensional, quantization has broad applications in signal processing 
p(x) = m(x) + e(x), 
t=i 
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and telecommunications. The image compression example we discussed earlier belongs 
to this subject as well. We refer to (21; 22) for surveys on the subject and comprehensive 
lists of references to the literature. 
In the same spirit, centroidal Voronoi diagrams also play a central role in clustering 
analysis; see, e.g., (26; 57). Clustering, as a tool to analyze similarities and dissimilari­
ties between different objects, is fundamental and is used in various fields of statistical 
analysis, pattern recognition, learning theory, computer graphics, and combinatorial 
chemistry. Given a set W of objects, the aim is to partition the set into, say, k disjoint 
subsets, called clusters, that best classifies the objects according to some criteria that 
distinguishes between them. This is commonly referred as k-clustering analysis. For 
example, in combinatorial chemistry, ^-clustering analysis is used in compound selec­
tion (10) where the similarity criteria may be related to the compound components as 
well as their structure. Clustering analysis provides a selection of a finite collection of 
templates that well represent, in some sense, a large collection of data. To illustrate 
the connection between centroidal Voronoi diagrams and the optimal ^-clustering, let us 
consider a simple example where W contains m points in R^. Given a subset (cluster) 
V of W with n points, the cluster is to be represented by the arithmetic mean 
which corresponds to the mass centroid of V in the definition (1.5) with V' = RA. The 
variance is given by 
and for a ^-clustering {K}*=1 (a tessellation of W into k disjoint subsets), the total 
variance is given by 
(1.13) 
VaT(y) = Yi l*y - xl2 
k k 
Var(W) = £ Var(Vi) = £ £ |x, -x,f. (1.14) 
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As observed in (35; 24), the optimal ^-clustering having the minimum total variance 
occurs when {%}%=: is the Voronoi partition of W with {xj}*=1 as the generators, i.e., 
the optimal ^-clustering is a centroidal Voronoi diagram if we use the above variance-
based criteria. 
In computational geometry, criteria such as the diameter or radius of the subsets 
have been well studied; see, e.g., (3). Other criteria have also been proposed, e.g., Li-
based (29) and variance-based (71). In some applications of statistical analysis, only 
the clusters are of interest and the cluster centers are not important themselves. In 
other applications, e.g., the color image compression problem, the cluster centers are 
the representative colors to be retained, i.e., they should be elements of W. Thus, it 
may be more appropriate to replace the simple arithmetic mean by the more general 
notion of the mass centroid given in §1.1. For discussions of complexity issues involved 
in ^-clustering as well as related clustering algorithms, see (19; 24; 37; 36; 54) and the 
references cited therein. Additional references on clustering analysis are also provided 
in later sections. 
1.2.4 Finite difference schemes having optimal truncation errors 
For the sake of ease of presentation, we only consider the simple problem 
—divu = / and u = grad <p in Q C R2 ; (1.15) 
for the same reason, we assume that Q is a polygonal domain and we also ignore all 
effects due to boundaries and boundary conditions. (We make no judgment as to the 
usefulness of the algorithm discussed here; our goal is merely to illustrate the potential 
of centroidal Voronoi grids.) In (1.15), u and 4> are the unknowns and / is a given 
function defined on fi. 
A common way to discretize (1.15) is based on Voronoi tessellations. Thus, let 
{K}?=i denote a Voronoi tessellation of $1 with respect to a given set of k points {zt}f=l 
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belonging to fi. Let {TJ}^1 denote the dual tessellation, i.e., the Delaunay triangulation 
of the points {zt}f=1. Let At- and Bj denote the area of % and Tj, respectively. 
Let {ty,}^_i denote the set of vertices of the triangle Tj. Of course, for any j and s, 
tj, is one of the given points z,-. From the first equation in (1.15), we have that 
—  I  f = l  divu = / u n for j  —  1,... ,m, (1.16) 
JTj Jt3 JaT, 
where dT} denotes the boundary of Tj. We approximate these equations by 
-B.fM = É». (U(t'-)+2U(t^l)) • n. for j = 1,.. -, m, (1.17) j=1 ^ ' 
where Bj denotes the area of the triangle T,, n, and b9 denote the outer unit normal 
vector to and the length of the edge joining the vertices tJS, and tJ|J+1, respectively, 
and where tj4 = tj\. In (1.17), v, is a convenient point in Tj at which the data / is 
evaluated. If this point is chosen so that the left-hand side of (1.17) is a second-order 
approximation to the left-hand side of (1.16), then the truncation error of the difference 
equation (1.17) is of order h2, where h is some measure of the size of the triangulation, 
e.g., the largest diameter of any of the triangles in {T,}^.1. 
Next, let {v,J}^1 denote the set of vertices of the Voronoi polygon Vi. From the 
second equation in (1.15), we have that 
[ u= / grad0 = f <f>n for i = 1,... ,k, (1.18) 
JVi JVi JaVi 
where dV{ denotes the boundary of %. We approximate these equations by 
A,u(z,) = f. *Vg) , for i = 1 k, (1.19) 
j=1 
where A, denotes the area of K~, n7 and aj denote the outer unit normal vector to 
and the length of the edge joining the vertices vtJ and v1J+1, respectively, and where 
vt.A",+i = Vfv If each z,- is chosen to be the centroid of the region K, then the truncation 
error of the difference equations (1.19) is again of order h2. This follows because the 
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left hand side of (1.19) is a second-order approximation to the left-hand side of (1.18) 
whenever z, is the centroid of V,. 
Thus, if we discretize (1.15) according to (1.17) and (1.19), we can guarantee a 
second-order truncation error for the difference equations by choosing {Vi}*=1 to be 
a Voronoi tessellation of Q with respect to the points {z,-}*=1, and, simultaneously, 
choosing the {z,-}*=1 to be the centroids of the corresponding regions {VJ}f=1. (We note 
that, in general, difference equations need not have second-order truncation errors with 
respect to a given partial differential equation in order for the solution of the difference 
equations to be a second-order approximation to the solution of the differential equation. 
For example, there are many second-order accurate finite element schemes which, when 
interpreted as difference schemes, do not have second-order truncation errors.) 
Related to our discussion here, we can consider covolume methods for the approxi­
mate solution of partial differential equations, making use of the dual Voronoi-Delaunay 
tessellations. Unlike the finite difference scheme discussed above, unknowns can be as­
sociated with edges of either or both the Voronoi polygons or the Delaunay triangles 
(50). Here, it is possible to use centroidal Voronoi grids to obtain schemes for which 
the L2-error in the approximate solution is of order h? and for which the error is only 
of order h for general grids. 
1.2.5 Optimal placement of resources 
We consider a typical example among problems dealing with the optimal placement of 
resources. We ask: what is the optimal placement of mailboxes in a city or neighborhood 
so as to make them most convenient for users? We make the following assumptions. 
— A user will use the mailbox nearest to their home. 
- The cost (to the user) of using a mailbox is a function of the distance from the 
user's home to the mailbox. 
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— The total cost to users as a whole is measured by the distance to the nearest 
mailbox averaged over all users in the region. 
- The optimal placement of mailboxes is defined to be the one that minimizes the 
total cost to the users. 
The total cost function can be thus expressed as 
Then, it is not difficult to show that the optimal placement of the mailboxes is at the 
centroids of a centroidal Voronoi tessellation of the city, using the population density <p 
as a density function and f(z) = z2. For other choices of /, we also get the centroidal 
Voronoi tessellation in the generalized sense. More details can be found in, e.g., (38; 52). 
The same formulation can be generalized to other problems related to the optimal 
placement of resources, such a schools, distribution centers, mobile vendors, bus termi­
nals, voting stations, service stops, etc. 
1.2.6 Cell division 
There are many examples of animal and plant cells, usually monolayered or columnar, 
whose geometrical shapes are polygonal. In many cases, they can be identified with a 
Voronoi tessellation and, indeed, with a centroidal Voronoi tessellation; see, e.g., (31; 32). 
Likewise, centroidal Voronoi tessellations can be used to model how cells are reshaped 
when they divide or when they are removed from a tissue. Here we consider one example 
provided in (31; 32), namely cell division in certain stages in the development of a starfish 
(Asteria pectinifera) embryo. During this stage, the cells are arranged in a hollow sphere 
consisting of a single layer of columnar cells. It is shown in (31; 32) that, viewed locally 
along the surface, the cells shapes closely match that of a Voronoi tessellation and, in 
fact, are that of a centroidal Voronoi tessellation. 
/(|x-xi|)<£(x)<fx 
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The results of the cell division process can also be described using centroidal Voronoi 
tessellations; see (31; 32). We start with a configuration of cells that, by observation, 
is a Voronoi tessellation. In this geometrical description of the cell shapes, cell division 
can be modeled as the addition of another Voronoi generator, or more precisely, as the 
splitting of a Voronoi generator into two generators. Having added a generator (or more 
than one if more than one cell divides), how does one determine the shapes of the new 
cells and the (necessarily) different shapes of the remaining old cells? In (31; 32) it 
is shown that the new shapes are very closely approximated by a centroidal Voronoi 
tessellation corresponding to the increased number of generators. 
The exact geometrical cell division algorithm described in (31; 32) is as follows. A 
photograph of an arrangement of polygonal cells is shown to be closely approximated by 
a Voronoi tessellation and is used to define data from which the corresponding Voronoi 
generators are determined. Additional photographs (taken at later times) are used to 
identify the parent cells that divide. The generator of a parent cell (now represented by 
a Voronoi polygon) is replaced by two points lying along a long axis of the cell; the exact 
placement of the two points turns out to be unimportant. A new Voronoi tessellation is 
determined using the generators of the cells that have not divided along with the points 
resulting from the replacement of the generators of the parent cells. In this manner, 
two daughter cells are introduced for each parent cell. The shape of these cells are now 
adjusted by first moving all the generators to the centroids of their corresponding Voronoi 
polygon and then recomputing the Voronoi tessellation. This procedure is repeated until 
the cell shapes, i.e, the Voronoi polygons, cease to change. The final arrangement of 
cells determined by this iterative process is a centroidal Voronoi tessellation and matches 
very well with photographs of the actual cells after the cell division process is completed. 
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1.2.7 Territorial behavior of animals 
There are many species of animals that employ Voronoi tessellations to stake out 
territory. If the animals settle into a territory asynchronously, i.e., one or a few at a 
time, the distribution of Voronoi generators often resembles the centers of circles with 
fixed radius in a random circle packing problem. On the other hand, if the settling 
occurs synchronously, i.e., all the animals settle at the same time, then the distribution 
of Voronoi centers can be that for a centroidal Voronoi tessellation. 
As an example of synchronous settling for which the territories can be visualized, 
consider the mouthbreeder fish ( Tilapia mossambica). Territorial males of this species 
excavate breeding pits in sandy bottoms by spitting sand away from the pit centers 
towards their neighbors. For a high enough density of fishes, this reciprocal spitting 
results in sand parapets which are visible territorial boundaries. In (5), the results of 
a controlled experiment were given. Fishes were introduced into a large outdoor pool 
with a uniform sandy bottom. After the fishes had established their territories, i.e., 
after the final position of the breeding pits were established, the parapets separating 
the territories were photographed. In Fig. 1.4, the resulting photograph from (5) is 
reproduced. The territories are seen to be polygonal and, in (31; 65), it was shown that 
they are very closely approximated by a Voronoi tessellation. 
A behavioral model for how the fishes establish their territories was given in (33; 
34; 70). When the fishes enter a region, they first randomly select the centers of their 
breeding pits, i.e., the locations at which they will spit sand. Their desire to place the 
pit centers as far away as possible from their neighbors cause the fish to continuously 
adjust the position of the pit centers. This adjustment process is modeled as follows. 
The fishes, in their desire to be as far away as possible from their neighbors, tend to move 
their spitting location towards the centroid of their current territory; subsequently, the 
territorial boundaries must change since the fishes are spitting from different locations. 
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Figure 1.4 A top view photograph, using a polarizing filter, of the territories 
of the male Tilapia mossambica; each is a pit dug in the sand 
by its occupant. The boundaries of the territories, the rims of 
the pits, form a pattern of polygons. The breeding males are the 
black fish which range in size from about 15 to 20cm. The gray 
fish are the females, juveniles, and non-breeding males. The fish 
with a conspicuous spot in its tail, in the upper right corner, is a 
Cichlasoma maculicauda. Photograph and caption by permission 
of Academic Press, London. 
Since all the fishes are assumed to be of equal strength, i.e., they all presumably have 
the same spitting ability, the new boundaries naturally define a Voronoi tessellation 
of the sandy bottom with the pit centers as the generators. The adjustment process, 
i.e., movement to centroids and subsequent redefinition of boundaries, continues until a 
steady state configuration is achieved. The final configuration is a centroidal Voronoi 
tessellation. If we denote the center of the pit belonging to the i-th fish by z, and the 
territory staked out by that fish by Vf, remarkably, the VJ's are the Voronoi regions for 
the zt's and the z,-'s are the mass centroids of the %'s. 
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1.3 Some results about centroidal Voronoi tessellations and 
their minimization properties 
1.3.1 Results involving centroidal Voronoi tessellations as minimizers 
For the sake of completeness, we provide the following result. The analogous result 
for other metrics or for discrete sets can be proven using only slightly more complicated 
arguments. 
Proposition 1. Given fi C R^, a positive integer k, and a density function p(-) defined 
on  f i .  Let  { z , } ; - !  deno te  any  se t  o f  k  po in t s  be long ing  to  f i  and  le t  {K}* = i  deno te  any  
tessellation ofQ, into k regions. Let 
K-),i = 1,... ,fc) = V f p(y)|y-Zi|ady. (1.20) 
tt J yev, 
A necessary condition for F to be minimized is that the Vf 's are the Voronoi regions 
corresponding to the Zf's [in the sense of (1.1)] and, simultaneously, the z, 's are the 
centroids of the corresponding Vf 's [in the sense of (1.2)]. 
Proof. See (13). • 
Another interesting and useful point follows from the proof and the above proposition. 
Define the functional 
£((zt-),i = 1,... , k )  =  ^ 2 f . P (y)|y- Z F |2dy, (1.21) 
i=i 'yeVi 
where Vf's are the Voronoi regions corresponding to the z,'s. Note that the functional in 
(1.21) is only a function of the z,'s since, once these are fixed, the Vf's are determined; 
for the functional in (1.20) it is assumed that the z,-'s and Vf's are independent. For 
minimizers of the functional in (1.20) and (1.21), we have the following result 
Proposition 2. Given ft C R^, a positive integer k, and a density function p(-) defined 
on fi. Then, T and K have the same minimizer. 
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1.3.2 Existence of a minimizer 
Given fi C R^, a positive integer k, and a density function />(•) defined on fi. Let 
{z,}*=1 denote any set of k points belonging to fi and let {K}*=1 denote any tessellation 
of fi into k regions. Let K = {Z = (zi,z%,... ,2k),Zj € fi}. Let A,- = |%|, the area of 
Vi, and A = (Ai,... , A*). Then, one easily obtains the following results. 
Lemma 1. A is continuous. 
Lemma 2. AC is continuous and thus it possesses a global minimum. 
Proof. See (13). • 
In general, AC may also have some local minimizers; it also can be shown that a local 
minimizer of AC will give non-degenerate Voronoi diagrams. 
Proposition 3. Assume that p{y) is positive except on a set of measure zero in fi. 
Then, local minimizers satisfie z, ^ z y for i j. 
Proof. See (13). • 
Remark 1. For a general metric (assuming that p vanishes only on a set of zero mea­
sure), existence is provided by the compactness of the Voronoi regions. Uniqueness is 
also attained if the Voronoi regions are convex and for any yi,y% € K, yi ^ Y2, the 
inequality 
d(z ,  Ayi + (1 - A)y2) < Ad(z,yi) + (1 - X)d(z , y 2 )  
is valid for some A € (0,1) on a subset of Vi with positive measure. 
1.3.3 Equal partition of energy in one dimension 
We consider the unit interval with constant density p(x )  = 1. Then, for given k ,  the 
optimal centroids with k intervals are given by zt- = (2i — I)/2k, i = 1,..., k. A simple 
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calculation shows that 
V i
'  
i.e., the energy is equally partitioned over the k Voronoi regions. One naturally asks, does 
the centroidal Voronoi diagram for general densities share the equal partition of energy 
property? The answer is negative in general. For example, let the density function be 
given by p(x) = x and k = 2. Then the two centroidal Voronoi regions are given by 
(0, z) and (z, 1) where z = (V5 — l)/2, and the centers of mass are given by 2z/3 and 
4z/3, respectively. The values of energy on each region are given by (7 — 3x/5)/72 and 
(83 - 37V5)/72. 
An interesting question is related to the distribution of the energy (also referred to 
as the cost or variance or distortion error, etc., in some contexts) when the number 
of generators gets large. Let hi = |Vf|. Under the condition that the density function 
p(x) is bounded and strictly positive, we have h = max A,- —• 0, as Ar, the number of 
generators, goes to infinity. Furthermore, we have the following result: 




J ~ Xifdx ss ^/>(m,)/if * ^  Vi. 
for some constant c. 
Proof See (13). • 
These two properties are the deterministic analog of the results in (73) for the prob­
abilistic fc-means clustering that we discussed in the previous section, i.e., under some 
assumptions on the density function, asymptotically speaking, the energy is equally dis­
tributed in the Voronoi intervals and the sizes of the Voronoi intervals are inversely 
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proportional to the one-third power of the underlying density at the midpoints of the 
intervals. In (20), an important conjecture is made which states that asymptotically, 
for the optimal centroidal Voronoi tessellation, all Voronoi regions are approximately 
congruent to the same basic cell that only depends on the dimension. The basic cell is 
shown to be the regular hexagon in two dimension (49) but the conjecture remains open 
for three and higher dimensions. The equidistribution of energy principle, however, can 
be established based on Gersho's conjecture (20; 22). 
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CHAPTER 2. PROBABILISTIC ALGORITHMS FOR 
CENTROIDAL VORONOI TESSELLATIONS AND THEIR 
PARALLEL IMPLEMENTATIONS 
The plan of this chapter is as follows. First, we briefly describe the generation 
of random numbers according to a nonuniform probability density function. Then, 
in §2.2, we discuss known and new sequential probabilistic methods for determining 
centroidal Voronoi tessellations and compare their performance. In §2.3, we consider 
parallel implementations of the methods examined in §2.2 and study their performance 
through some parallel computational experiments using MPI (Message Passing Interface) 
2.1 Determining random numbers from nonuniform densities 
Random sampling points corresponding to a nonuniform density function may be 
determined from uniformly distributed points in a variety of ways. For example, in one 
dimension, given the interval (a, 6) and the density function p(x) defined on [a, 6], a 
random point x in [a, 6] may be determined from 
where X is a point in [0,1] sampled according to a uniform distribution. If many points 
need be sampled, this classical procedure is very computationally intensive, especially 
(48; 66). 
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in higher dimensions, due to the need to do repeated numerical integrations. It is also 
difficult to apply to complex geometries. 
An alternate, completely probabilistic procedure is the rejection method (60). In 
this procedure, a random point z in [a, 6] is determined by first sampling two random 
points X' and U with constant density in [0,1] and then setting X = a + (6 — a)X'. If 
U < p(X)/p, we let z = X; otherwise, we begin again. Although we may need to call 
the random number generator many times (the number of times depends on the density 
function p(x)), the total computation time is in general trivial compared to the classical 
procedure using numerical integrations. 
The rejection method can be extended to higher dimensions. For example, for two-
dimensional domains, one can use the following completely probabilistic procedure (in 
the sense that no deterministic integrations are involved) for generating random points. 
Given the domain fi C R2, we determine an enclosing rectangle D = [a, 6] x [c,<f], i.e., 
a rectangle D such that fi C D and whose sides are parallel to the coordinate axes. We 
are also given the density function p(x,y) defined on ft; we set p = max ( r  v )€jjp(x,y). 
Then, a random point (z, y) € fi is determined as follows. First, we sample a random 
point X' with constant density in [0,1] and set X = a + (6 — a)X'. Then, we sample 
a second random point Y' with constant density in [0,1] and set Y = c + (d — c)Y'. 
If (X, Y) £ fi, then we begin again. Otherwise, we next sample a random point U 
with constant density in [0,1]. If U < p(X, Y)/p, set (z,y) = (X, Y); otherwise, start 
again. (The rejection of points in D which are outside of fi may also be effected by 
setting p(x, y) = 0 in D\fi.) This two-dimensional sampling algorithm can be obviously 
extended to higher dimensions. 
In the sequel, we will refer to the rejection method as a Monte Carlo method; other 
sampling methods may be substituted without substantially affecting the relative ef­
ficiencies of the algorithms we consider. Sampling methods such as the Monte Carlo 
method play a crucial role in probabilistic algorithms for determining centroidal Voronoi 
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tessellations. Not only can Monte Carlo methods be used to generate initial conditions 
for the latter type of algorithms, but they will be used to generate the random sam­
pling points needed during each iteration of those algorithms. In addition, Monte Carlo 
methods will provide results for comparisons to centroidal Voronoi tessellations. 
2.2 Methods for determining centroidal Voronoi tessellations 
In this section, we discuss sequential methods for determining centroidal Voronoi 
tessellations. The first two methods, one probabilistic and one deterministic, are well 
known in the literature. The third method is a new probabilistic method which may be 
viewed as a generalization of both known methods. 
2.2.1 MacQueen's method 
First, we introduce MacQueen's method (47), a very elegant random sequential sam­
pling method which divides the samples into k sets or clusters by taking means of 
sampling points. 
Algorithm 1. (MacQueen's method) Given a region fi, a density function p(x) de­
fined for all x 6 fi, and a positive integer k, 
0. choose an initial set ofk points {z,}*=1 in fi, e.g., by using a Monte Carlo method; 
set ji = 1 for i = 1,... , k; 
1. determine a point y in fi at random, e.g., by a Monte Carlo method, according to 
the probability density function p(x); 
2. find a z,« among {zt-}f=l that is the closest to y; 
3. set 
, it-Zf + y » . , . 
zi :——— and j;. <- ji- +1 ; 
J i *  + 1  
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the new z,., along with the unchanged {z,}, j ^ i', form the new set of points 
wl," 
4. i/ the new points meet some convergence criterion, terminate; otherwise, return to 
step 1. 
In all our numerical experiments for MacQueens's method and other iterative meth­
ods, we will terminate at a fixed number of iterations. In practice, other stopping criteria, 
e.g., a sufficiently small difference in successive energies or in the successive positions of 
the generators, may be used instead. 
Clearly, at any stage of MacQueen's method, each point zi = 1,... , Ar, is the mean 
of all sampling points that have been found to be closest to the point z* that was in 
effect when each point was sampled. Thus, this subset of all sampling points forms a 
cluster and the point z, is the mean of its cluster. 
The almost sure convergence of the energy for the random MacQueen's method 
has been proved, although not in all cases does the method converge to a centroidal 
Voronoi tessellation; see (47; 26). As is the case for most probabilistic methods, Monte 
Carlo methods play a key role in MacQueen's method. Of course, many variations 
of MacQueen's method have been developed, such as using bootstrapping techniques 
(39; 55). Here, we focus on Algorithm 1 since this is the method we will generalize. 
One-dimensional numerical experiments for Algorithm I (MacQueen's method) were 
performed on a CRAY T3E-600 (11) located at the CRAY Inc. facility in Eagan, Min­
nesota. In all cases, 128 generators in the interval (—1,1) were used. Three different 
density functions were considered: a constant density function; e-10*2 which has a huge 
variation, i.e., its values range from 1 to e-10; and e-20*2 + 0.05 sin2(ttz) which has a 
large peak at the center of the interval but also varies with small amplitude away from 
the peak. Since MacQueen's method is a probabilistic one, four experiments for each sit­
uation were performed. Different seeds (time-based) were used to initialize the random 
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number generator for each experiment. Since only one closest point search and only one 
update of the search space are needed at each iteration, there is not much motivation 
for efficiently determining closest neighbors. Thus, no special algorithm was used for 
the one-dimensional experiments. The results of the one-dimensional computational ex­
periments for Algorithm 1 (MacQueen's method) are given in Table 2.1 and Figure 2.1. 
The data given in Table 2.1 are the average of the energies and the maximum running 
times (in seconds) over the four realizations vs. the number of iterations of MacQueen's 
method. In Figure 2.1, the energy vs. the number of iterations is displayed for the three 
choices for the density function. 
Table 2.1 Maximum running times and average energies over four realiza­
tions of MacQueen's method vs. number of iterations for three 
density functions. 
Algorithm 1 (MacQueen's method) 128 generators on (—1,1) 















0 22.514E-5 0.00 8.211E-5 0.00 9.323E-5 0.00 
200,000 5.888E-5 2.93 2.285E-5 3.62 2.802E-5 3.83 
800,000 5.658E-5 11.59 2.159E-5 13.94 2.702E-5 16.48 
3,200,000 5.475E-5 46.34 2.059E-5 55.21 2.622E-5 63.44 
Table 2.1 and Figure 2.1 illustrate the slow convergence of MacQueen's method; 
the energy is reduced very little during each step of the algorithm and, even after a 
large number of iterations, one does not achieve a good approximation. For a constant 
density function, the energy of the true minimizer for 128 generators in (—1,1) can be 
computed exactly and is found to be 4.069E-5. We see from Table 2.1 and Figure 2.1 
for a constant density function that even after 3,200,000 iterations, we are not very close 
to the minimum energy; the lowest energy achieved after that many steps is over 15% 
larger than the energy of the minimizer. (This does not imply that we are necessarily 
"far away" from the optimal set of points; we will return to this point in Section 2.3.3.) 
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(a) (b) (c) 
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Number of Itérerions 
Figure 2.1 Energy vs. number of iterations for MacQueen's method, (a) 
p(x) = 1; (D) p(x) = e™10*3; (c) p(z) = e"20*2 + 0.05 sin2 (ÎTX). 
One reason for the inefficiency of MacQueen's algorithm is that only a single random 
sampling point is used and only a single point zt- is updated at each iteration. We also 
notice that, using the rejection method for generating nonuniformly distributed sampling 
points, the running times for the nonconstant density functions are only slightly higher 
than the corresponding running times for the constant density function. 
One observation that can be gleaned from a detailed examination of the results of 
the computational experiments (although not definitively from the data given in the 
tables) is that the energy of the final set of points is closely correlated to the energy of 
the corresponding initial set of points, i.e., in general, the smaller the initial energy, the 
smaller the final energy. 
2.2.2 Lloyd's method 
In the discussion in Section 2.2.3 about the new probabilistic algorithm, we will need 
to refer to a deterministic algorithm for determining centroidal Voronoi tessellations that 
is known in some circles as Lloyd's method (13; 45) and which is the obvious iteration 
between computing Voronoi diagrams and mass centroids. 
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Algorithm 2. (Lloyd's Method) Given a region Q, a density function p(x) defined 
for all x € fl, and a positive integer k, 
0. se/ec£ an initial set ofk points {z,-}fL1, e.^., 6y usiny a Monte Carlo method; 
1. construct the Voronoi sets {K}*-! associated with {Zt }?=!," 
2. determine the mass centroids of the Voronoi sets these centroids form the 
new set of points {zt}f=1; 
3. if the new points meet some convergence criterion, terminate; otherwise, return to 
step 2. 
Generally, compared to MacQueen's method, Lloyd's method requires substantially 
fewer iterations but has a much higher cost per iteration. In step 1 of the Lloyd's 
method, a Voronoi tessellation must be explicitly constructed and in step 2, numerical 
integrations over polyhedral domains must be employed to calculate centroids. A virtue 
of MacQueen's method is that it does not require the construction of Voronoi tessella­
tions. Furthermore, if a completely probabilistic procedure such as the rejection method 
is used to determine random sampling points, then MacQueen's method also does not 
involve any numerical integrations. 
2.2.3 A new probabilistic method 
Although MacQueen's method is a very elegant random sampling method for de­
termining centroidal Voronoi tessellations, its slow convergence provides motivation for 
developing alternative methods that are more efficient. One could, of course, look for 
parallel implementations of MacQueen's method; we consider this approach in Section 
2.3.1. Here, we present a new probabilistic method that can be viewed as a probabilistic 
version of Lloyd's method and/or a generalization of the random MacQueen's method. 
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Algorithm 3. Given a region fi, a density function p(x) defined for all x € fi, and a 
positive integer k, 
0. choose a positive integer q and constants {a,-, /?,'}?=! such that a2 > 0, > 0, 
+ û2 = 1, and A + & = 1; choose an initial set of k points {z,}f=1, e.g., by 
us ing  a  Monte  Car lo  me thod;  se t  j i  =  1  for  i  =  1 , . . .  ,  k ;  
1. choose q points {yr}'=1 in fi at random, e.g., by a Monte Carlo method, according 
to the probability density function p(x); 
2 .  for i = 1, . . .  ,k, gather together in the set W t -  all sampling points yr closest to Z; 
among {z,}*=l (ï.e., in <Zie Voronoi region ofZ{); if the set Wi is empty, do nothing; 
otherwise, compute the average U; of the set Wi and set 
^ ^(au,+a)z,+w.+%)u.-  and 
Ji + 1 
the new set of {z,}, along with the unchanged {z,} (i.e. Wj is empty), form the 
new set of points {z,-}*=1; 
3. if the new points meet some convergence criterion, terminate; otherwise, return to 
step 1. 
For ç = 1, Qi = /?2 = 1, and a2 = A = 0, this method reduces to MacQueen's 
method. If = /3j = 0, c*2 = & = 1, then z= u,-, the average of the points in the 
set Wi; then, since the points in Wi are randomly selected points in the Voronoi region 
corresponding to zone may view ut- as a probabilistic approximation to the centroid 
of V£. Thus, for ai = = 0, Q2 = (h = 1, this method is a probabilistic version of 
Lloyd's method; the larger q is, the better the centroid approximations. This justifies 
our view of Algorithm 3 as both a probabilistic Lloyd's method and a generalization of 
MacQueen's method. Other choices for {a, , /3>}2=1 define other methods. 
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At every iteration of Algorithm 3, we sample a set of q points in the region fi and, 
at least if q is large, we may update, perhaps all, of the generators {zt-}f=1. Further­
more, again if q is large, it is likely that many sampling points are used to update each 
generator. This gives us hope that this algorithm is more efficient than Algorithm 1 
(MacQueen's method) for which only a single point is sampled and only a single gener­
ator is updated at each iteration. 
The updating of the generators effected in Step 3 of Algorithm 3 may be rewritten 
in the form 
z, <— CuZi + C2iUi, (2.1) 
where 
Cu = and Cu = . 
J i  +  1  J i  +  1  
This clearly shows that the new position of each generator is a linear combination of 
the old position and the average of the points sampled in the Voronoi region of the old 
generator, see Figure 2.2 for a visual description. Note that since a: + Q2 = 1 and 
/?i +/?2 = 1, we have that Cu + C%i — 1. From (2.1) and the fact that c*i and ft may be 
negative, one can see that under and over-relaxation updating methods can be defined; 
see (13; 42). 
Algorithm 3 represents a two parameter family of algorithms, e.g., each choice of 
Q.1 and 02 defines a new algorithm. (One also has to choose q, the number of points 
sampled at each iteration.) From (2.1), it is clear that Algorithm 3 will converge (in a 
probabilistic sense) only if Cu —• 1 and C2, —> 0 as the number of iterations increases. 
This holds for MacQueen's method for which Cu = Ji/(ji +1) and C2, = 1 /(ji + 1) but 
not for the probabilistic Lloyd's method for which Cu = 0 and C2t- = 1. The reason why 
the probabilistic Lloyd's method cannot converge is that, for a fixed number of sampling 
points q per iteration, the average of the sampling points in the Voronoi region of a 
generator cannot be the true centroid of that region. However, this does not mean that 
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methods such as the probabilistic Lloyd's method are useless. Quite the contrary, as we 
shall see, they can be quite effective. One need only realize that one cannot hope to get 
better accuracy than that allowed for by the amount of sampling done at each iteration. 
In turn, this means that such methods require "large" q in order to be very effective. 
We now report on the results of some one-dimensional computational experiments 
with 128 generators in the interval (—1,1). Since we want q to be large, it is useful to do 
the closest point searches efficiently. In the one-dimensional setting, these searches were 
done by first quickly sorting the set of k points {z,}f=1, then, for each yr, r = 1,... , q, 
using binary searching to find the z,r in the set {zt}*=1 which is closest to yr. For the 
results for Algorithm 3 given in Table 2.2, we chose five values for q (500, 1,000, 2,000, 
8000, and 16,000), two sets of parameters {a*,ft}Li (°i = ft = 0, org = ft = 1 and 
= <*2 = ft = ft = 0.5), and the same three density functions as were used for Table 
2.1. For each value of q, the number of random points sampled per iteration, the number 
of iterations of Algorithm 3 performed was chosen so that the total number of random 
points sampled (other than for initialization) was 3,200,000. For reference, the initial 
energies  for  the runs reported in  Table  2.2 are  in  the range [1.598E-4,  3.113E-4] for  p  =  1 ,  
[4.363E-5, 1.482E-4] for p = e"10*3, and [4.682E-5, 1.679E-4] for p = e-20x3 + ^ sin2(7rx). 
Comparing with Table 2.1 for the random MacQueen's method, we see that for the 
same density function and the same number (3,200,000) of random sampling points, the 
running times and the energies for Algorithm 3 are substantially lower than for Algorithm 
1. The reason the running times are lower even though the number of sampling points 
are the same is that it is difficult to do efficient searching with MacQueen's algorithm. 
It is also interesting to examine the effect of changing the number of points sampled at 
each iteration. In Table 2.3, we give the average running times and average energies over 
four realizations of Algorithm 3 for a fixed number of iterations but for different numbers 
of points sampled during each iteration. The ranges of the initial energies are again as 
given above. We can conclude from the table that q, the number of points sampled at 
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Table 2.2 Maximum running times and average energies over four realiza­
tions of Algorithm 3 for a fixed number (3,200,000) of random 
points sampled. 












11 ai = 1/2, <*2 = 1/2 
A = 1/2, A = 1/2 











500 6,400 5.112E-5 36.01 4.488E-5 38.03 
1,000 3,200 4.472E-5 38.78 4.299E-5 39.23 
2,000 1,600 4.343E-5 40.07 4.341E-5 40.64 
8,000 400 4.267E-5 36.72 4.322E-5 36.14 
16,000 200 4.424E-5 37.36 4.366E-5 37.97 
e—lOt2 
500 6,400 0.606E-5 43.99 0.603E-5 45.37 
1,000 3,200 0.593E-5 43.15 0.533E-5 44.25 
2,000 1,600 0.582E-5 45.60 0.634E-5 45.38 
8,000 400 0.720E-5 45.91 0.827E-5 43.46 
16,000 200 0.933E-5 44.84 0.916E-5 43.75 
e 20x2 + sin2 (ttz) 
500 6,400 0.605E-5 54.88 0.594E-5 55.38 
1,000 3,200 0.593E-5 54.65 0.533E-5 56.71 
2,000 1,600 0.590E-5 53.87 0.709E-5 54.74 
8,000 400 0.822E-5 54.24 1.013E-5 54.30 
16,000 200 1.153E-5 54.21 1.319E-5 55.69 
each iteration, does not need to be too large. For example, in our experiments for 128 
generators and 400 iterations, 9 = 8,000 seems to be good enough; choosing q = 16,000 
effects almost no improvement, i.e., almost no further reduction in the energy, but 
requires much higher running times. We note that q should scale with the number of 
generators. Also, from Table 2.3, we see that, as expected, the running times scale 
linearly with the total number of points sampled. 
Figure 2.3 provides a display of the energy versus number of iterations for Algorithm 
3 with q — 8000 and {#i = 0, a2 = 1, 0i = 0, /32 = 1}. Comparing with Figure 2.1, 
we see that Algorithm 3 converges much faster, i.e., in much fewer iterations, than does 
Algorithm 1. Of course, the work per iteration is higher for Algorithm 3 but, as can 
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Table 2.3 Average running times and average energies over four realizations 
of Algorithm 3 for a fixed number (400) of iterations. 











M ai = 1/2, <*2 = 1/2 
A = 1/2, A = 1/2 











500 200,000 5.156E-5 2.36 4.678E-5 2.38 
1,000 400,000 4.748E-5 4.66 4.433E-5 4.69 
2,000 800,000 4.397E-5 9.87 4.542E-5 9.30 
8,000 3,200,000 4.267E-5 36.28 4.322E-5 35.69 
16,000 6,400,000 4.282E-5 72.64 4.257E-5 73.54 
j -IOi2 
500 200,000 0.978E-5 2.83 1.028E-5 2.93 
1,000 400,000 1.003E-5 5.41 1.077E-5 5.70 
2,000 800,000 0.921E-5 10.81 0.926E-5 11.16 
8,000 3,200,000 0.720E-5 43.22 0.827E-5 42.23 
16,000 6,400,000 0.755E-5 85.04 0.786E-5 84.45 
e 20x2 + sin2 (ttx) 
500 200,000 1.313E-5 3.48 1.405E-5 3.51 
1,000 400,000 1.244E-5 6.84 1.410E-5 6.96 
2,000 800,000 0.958E-5 13.30 1.213E-5 13.71 
8,000 3,200,000 0.822E-5 53.06 1.013E-5 52.79 
16,000 6,400,000 0.841E-5 104.61 1.017E-5 106.73 
be seen from Tables 2.1-2.3, for the same amount of total work, Algorithm 3 produces 
much better results than does Algorithm 1. It also should be pointed out that when the 
variations of the density functions become larger and more complex, more iterations are 
needed to obtain good results. 
2.3 Parallel implementations 
We now consider parallel implementations on distributed memory systems of the se­
quential probabilistic algorithms discussed in Section 2.2. For convinience of description, 
given two positive integers k and p and a non-negative integer i such as p < k and i < p, 
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we define 
I— if i < k mod(p) 'k\  — +1 otherwise, .P. 
i-l 
G(0, p, k) = 0, and G(i, p,k) = M{j-> P>k), 
j=o 
where [•] denotes the greatest integer function. We begin with parallelizations of Algo­
rithm 1, the random MacQueen's method. 
2.3.1 Parallel MacQueen's methods 
An obvious parallelization of MacQueen's method is given by the following algorithm. 
Algorithm 4. (A parallel MacQueen's method) Given a region fi, a density func­
tion p(x) defined for all x € fi, a positive integer k, and p processors with rank = 
0,1,• • • , p 1/ 
0. for rank = 0,... ,p — 1, set mran* = M(rank,p,k); then, each processor inde­
pendently chooses its own initial set ofmrank points {z£an*}£.""*, e.g., by using a 
Monte Carlo method; set jfen* = 1 for * = !,... , mran*/ 
1. processor 0 selects a y € Cl at random, e.g., by a Monte Carlo method, according to 
the probability density function p(x) and then broadcasts it to all other processors; 
2. each processor finds the z"n* which is the closest to y in respectively; 
determine the corresponding distance by <P£nk; 
3. compare them by communication to obtain the d", where dm is the minimum among 
the of all processors; 
4. on each processor, if d-?nk d", do nothing; otherwise, set 
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this new z™"*, along with the unchanged zriank, form the new set of points {z£"nfc 
5. if the new points meet some convergence criterion, terminate; otherwise, return to 
step 1. 
In practice, Algorithm 4 is not a good one because in step 3 it requires the global 
transmission of a small message, i.e., a single floating point number. It is wasteful 
with regard to network bandwidth and this kind of communication is also inefficient 
because the hardware start-up time is much larger (generally by a factor of about 1000) 
than the communication time to send one floating point number through the network. 
Thus, we need to make some modifications to improve the communication efficiency. We 
accomplish this in the following algorithm by updating multiple points at each iteration; 
the algorithm is clearly based on MacQueen's method, but it also has some differences 
with the direct parallel implementation of the latter method. 
Algorithm 5. (A modified parallel MacQueen's method) Given a region fi, a 
density function p(x) defined for all x € ft, a positive integer k, and p processors with 
rank = 0,1,... ,p — 1; 
0. choose a positive integer s; for rank = 0,... ,p — 1, set mrank = M(rank,p,k); 
then, each processor independently chooses its own initial set of mrank points 
{Zian*}£r*, by using a Monte Carlo method; set j'ank = 1 fori = 1,... , mrank; 
1. each processor independently selects s points in fi at random, according to the 
probability density function p(x); combine them together by communication to form 
a set of sampling points {yr}?=i (q = sp); 
2. on each processor, for r = 1,... ,ç, find a z"n* among {z"n<:}£Lr1an* that is closest 
to y r;  determine the corresponding distance by <T r a n k;  
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3. compare them by communication to obtain the set where dr is the minimum 
among <Trank on all processors; 
4. for r  = 1,. . .  ,q,  on each processor,  i f  d£anfc ^ dr, do nothing; otherwise, set 
jrank„rank , 
<- ,r-,3;; ,T ™d j;rk <- xrk+1; 
Jir  T  A  
/Ais ncu> set o/ {z"n*}, a/on<7 tettà unchanged Zjank (j •=£• ir), form the new set 
of points {Zianfc}^ion*; 
5. if the new points meet some convergence criterion, terminate; otherwise, return to 
step 1. 
We expect that this modified parallel MacQueen's algorithm will be more efficient 
than Algorithm 4. Note that here q = sp should not be large; thus, there is no need 
to do fast closest point searches because the preparation job (such as building the data 
structure) prior to any fast search also needs much time and therefore there is a trade off. 
We coded Algorithm 5 using MPI (Message Passing Interface) (48) and ran the code 
using up to 16 processors on the CRAY T3E-600; the results of some computational 
experiments are given in Table 2.4 for 128 generators on (—1,1) and the same three 
density functions used previously. In the table, p is the number of processors and s is 
the number of random points sampled by each processor at each iteration. Different 
values of p and s were used such that q = ps = 160 in all cases, i.e., the number of 
points sampled at each iteration over all processors is fixed. With 20,000 iterations 
being carried, the total number of points sampled in each case was 3,200,000. 
Comparing Table 2.4 for the modified parallel MacQueen's method with Table 2.1 for 
the sequential MacQueen's method (p = 1), we see that for 3,200,000 random sampling 
points the average energies obtained by the two methods are very similar, i.e., indepen­
dent of the number of processors. However, the running times are very much lower for 
the parallel method. This is seen more clearly in Figure 2.4 which gives, for each of the 
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Table 2.4 Maximum running times and average energies over four realiza­
tions of Algorithm 5 for a fixed number of iterations (20,000) and 
a fixed number (3,200,000) of random points sampled. 
Algorithm 5 128 generators on (-1,1) 
20,000 iterations 3,200,000 sampling points 
density function 
1 e~10z* e~20x* + 5 jsin2(rrx) 












1 160 5.563E-5 39.94 2.221E-5 47.91 2.812E-5 57.73 
2 80 5.421E-5 26.22 2.172E-5 30.30 2.789E-5 34.88 
4 40 4.976E-5 16.24 1.914E-5 18.39 2.755E-5 20.94 
8 20 5.112E-5 12.17 1.837E-5 13.42 2.710E-5 14.86 
16 10 5.259E-5 12.63 1.875E-5 13.30 2.715E-5 14.24 
three density function, the speed up obtained by parallelization. (The average time of 
all similar experiments was used to compute the parallel speed ups and the results for 
p = 10,... ,15 are also included in this figure although they were not given in Table 
2.4.) Note that the speed up appears to become sublinear as the number of processors 
increases, and it becomes even worse as p goes from 10 to 16 because the loss caused by 
the cost for communication exceeds the gain obtained from the distribution of compu­
tations. It is also worth noting that the speed up of Algorithm 5 depends strongly on 
the number of sampling points q used at each iteration: the larger q is, the better the 
speed. However, q should not be too large in this modified parallel MacQueen's method 
as was pointed out in the last paragraph. 
2.3.2 Parallelization of the new algorithm 
A direct parallel implementation of Algorithm 3 is given in the following algorithm. 
Algorithm 6. (A parallel version of Algorithm 3) Given a region fî, a density 
function p(x) defined for all x € fi, a positive integer k, and p processors with rank = 
0,1,..., p 1, 
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0. choose a positive integer s and constants {a,-, /?,'}?= 1 such that <%i > 0, > 0, ai + 
a2 = 1 andPi+fo = 1; for rank = 0,... ,p— 1, setmrank = M(rank,p,k), grank = 
G(rank,p, k) and gp = G(p,p,k); then, each processor independently chooses its 
own initial set of mran* points {z£an* e.5., 6y using a Monte Carlo method; 
1. combine them together by communication to form a complete initial set of k points 
{z«}Li/ set ji = 1 for i = 1,... , k; 
2. each processor selects its own set of s points in fi at random according 
to the probability density function p(x); 
3. on each processor, for each generator z„ gather together all sampling points yrrank 
closest to z(i.e., in the Voronoi region of Zi )  in the set W[ank respectively, and 
denote the cardinality of W[a n k  by wïa n k;  
4. if the set Wfank is empty, set vfan* = 0; otherwise, determine the sum vfan* of the 
members of the set W[ank; 
5. on each processor, by communication, obtain the set respectively, where 
v, is the sum of v"n* over all processors, and the corresponding set , 
where Wi is the sum of w\ank over all processors. 
6. on each processor, for i =  grank + 1 , . . .  ,grank+1 ,  if Wi # 0, compute the average 
ut = —v.-, and then set 
Wi 
Z, 4- M +**+(•>*+*>« ani j, _ + 1; 
jt + l 
otherwise, do nothing; by communication, this new set of z,-, along with the un­
changed Zj (i.e. Wj = OJ, form the new set of points {z,}f=1; 
7. if the new points meet some convergence criterion, terminate; otherwise, return to 
step 1. 
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Note that, in step 3 of the above algorithm, searching for closest points on each 
processor is required. However, sequential fast searching algorithms can still be directly 
applied since the searching is local, i.e., totally independent between processors, and s 
is generally a large number in order to make the algorithm effective as was mentioned 
in Section 2.2.3, i.e., q = ps. We coded Algorithm 6, also using MPI, and ran the 
code using up to 16 processors of a CRAY T3E-600; the results of some computational 
experiments are given in Table 2.5 for 128 generators on (—1,1) and the same three 
density functions used previously. The same two sets of parameters {a„ A}Li used for 
Tables 2.2 and 2.3 are used for Table 2.5. Different values of p and s were used such that 
q = ps — 8,000, i.e., the number of points sampled at each iteration over all processors 
is fixed; 400 iterations were carried out so that the total number of points sampled in 
each case was again 3,200,000. 
Comparing Table 2.4 for the modified parallel MacQueen's method with Table 2.5 
for the parallel version of the new algorithm shows the clear superiority of the latter 
method; for the same number of sampling points and for the same number of processors, 
the new method results in a substantial lower energy and a substantial reduction in the 
running times. This is especially true as the number of processors increases. 
Comparing Table 2.5 for the parallel version of the new algorithm with Table 2.2 
for the sequential version (p = 1) shows that for the same number of sampling points, 
the new algorithm results in lower energies and requires much lower running times. The 
parallel speed up for each of the three density functions is given in Figure 2.5. Note 
that for Algorithm 6 the speed up in all cases is almost perfectly linear in the number of 
processors, and there are even some superlinear speed ups for p — 2 which are probably 
mainly caused by the cache. 
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Table 2.5 Average running times and average energies over four realizations 
of Algorithm 6 for a fixed number (400) of iterations and a fixed 
number (3,200,000) of random points sampled; 
Algorithm 6 128 generators on (—1,1) 
400 iterations 3,200,000 sampling points 
density function 
1 e-10r* e-20x" + 0 .05 sin2 (TTZ) 
parameters 
values 










































































16 500 4.155E-5 2.70 0.753E-5 2.97 0.879E-5 3.64 
1 8,000 4.413E-5 38.84 0.901E-5 44.37 0.977E-5 56.76 
Ql = Q2 = 1/2 
01=02 = 1/2 
2 4,000 4.337E-5 19.76 0.897E-5 21.88 1.085E-5 27.40 
4 2,000 4.328E-5 9.52 0.851E-5 10.90 1.085E-5 13.43 
8 1,000 4.228E-5 4.95 0.885E-5 5.79 1.015E-5 6.98 
16 500 4.150E-5 2.67 0.812E-5 3.10 1.075E-5 3.64 
2.3.3 Two-dimensional computational experiments 
We also carried out some experiments with Algorithms 5 and 6 for 256 generators 
on the two-dimensional domains fI = (—1, l)2 and fi = {(z,y) | (z2 + y2 < 1} using 
32 processors on a CRAY T3E-600. There are many algorithms to efficiently compute 
closest neighbors using some data structures such as KD tree or binary search tree (see, 
e.g., (1; 4; 61)) for centroidal Voronoi generators in two dimensions; however, this is not 
our focus here so we did not employ them. 
For Algorithm 6, the experiments use the same two sets of parameters {a,-, /3,-}2=1 used 
for the one-dimensional experiments. For both Algorithms 5 and 6, the density functions 
used were similar to those used in the one-dimensional experiments. Specifically, for 
f! = (—1, l)2, the density functions used were a constant, e~1°(x2+3'2), and e-20^x2+y2^ + 
0.05 sin2(%z) sin2(?ry); for Q = {(z,y) | (z2 + y2 < 1}, the density functions used were 
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a constant and e-5*1-*2-"2). For each iteration of Algorithm 5, 10 random points were 
sampled per processor; a total of 30,000 iterations were performed. For each iteration of 
Algorithm 6, 375 random points were sampled per processor and a total of 800 iterations 
were performed. Thus, for each experiment, a total of 9.6 x 10s random points were 
sampled. Thus, the sequential (p = 1) running times for the two algorithms should be 
about the same. The parallel running times are reported in Table 2.6. Again, s denotes 
the number of random points sampled by each processor at each iteration. We easily see 
that for all three density functions and for the same number of total sampling points, 
the running times for the new method (Algorithm 6) are substantially lower than for 
Algorithm 5, a parallel MacQueen's algorithm. Also, there is little difference between 
the running times for each of the two sets of parameters {a,-, /3»}2=1 tested for Algorithm 
6. 
Naturally, one would like to know what is the quality of the centroidal Voronoi gen­
erators determined by the experiments with Algorithms 5 and 6. This is especially 
important in view of the observation made previously for the one-dimensional experi­
ments with a constant density for which, even after 3,200,000 points were sampled, the 
energies were not always close to the energy of the true minimizer. Here, in Figures 
2.6-2.9, we give visual evidence of the relative quality of solutions found using Algo­
rithms 5 and 6 with 9.6 x 106 sampling points in fî = (—1, l)2. A baseline to compare 
with for all three density functions is provided by (very expensive) converged (with re­
spect to the energies) deterministic solutions obtained using the deterministic Lloyd's 
method (Algorithm 2). Then, comparing Figure 2.6 with Figures 2.7-2.9 shows that, 
for the same total number of sampling points, Algorithm 6 with either choice for the 
parameters {a«, /?,}2-x provides substantially superior results than does Algorithm 5. Of 
course, the latter algorithm provides vastly better results than does just a single random 
sampling of points according the density function. Thus, it seems that Algorithm 6 is 
superior to Algorithm 5 with respect to both speed and accuracy. We also provide, in 
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Table 2.6 Maximum running times for four realizations of Algorithms 5 
and 6 for a fixed number (16) of processors and a fixed number 
(9.6 x 10*) of random points sampled. 
Two-dimensional simulations 
Algorithm 5 
Algorithm 6a (ai = 0, a-i = 1, 0\ = 0, 02 = 1) 
Algorithm 6b (QI = a2 = 0\ = 02 = 1/2) 
32 processors 256 generators 9,600,000 sampling points 
n = (—1,1)^ 
density algorithm s iterations time 
5 10 30,000 867.3 
1 6a 375 800 329.6 
6b 375 800 329.1 
5 10 30,000 1012.6 
g-10(Z*+y2 ) 6a 375 800 436.7 
6b 375 800 435.9 
5 10 30,000 1246.2 
g-20(=2+if) ^sin2(7rz)sin2(7ry) 6a 375 800 680.4 
6b 375 800 684.1 
0 = {(*,y) 1 (x2 + y2 < 1} 
density algorithm s iterations time 
0 10 30,000 869.5 
1 6a 375 800 332.2 
6b 375 800 331.2 
5 10 30,000 953.1 
ç—5(1—e2— i/2) 6a 375 800 381.8 
6b 375 800 380.9 
Figures 2.10 and 2.11, some centroidal Voronoi diagrams found using Algorithms 5 and 
6 with 9.6 x 10® sampling points in the circle fi = {(x,y) | (z2 + y2 < 1}. The results 
again show that Algorithm 6 performs much better than Algorithm 5. 
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Figure 2.2 A visual description of Algorithm 3. The open circles denote 
the current positions of the generators and the dashed lines de­
note their corresponding Voronoi tessellation. The small squares 
denote the points sampled during a single iteration of the algo­
rithm. These are grouped according to which Voronoi cell they 
belong to and then all sample points in each cell are averaged to 
produce the filled circles. A triangle denotes the new position of 
a generator which is determined by taking a linear combination 
of the old position (the open circle) and the local sample aver­
age (the filled circle). Note that since no points are sampled in 
the Voronoi region for the position of that generator remains 
unchanged. The Voronoi regions as depicted only for illustrative 
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Figure 2.3 Energy vs. number of iterations for Algorithm 3 with q = 8000 
and {qi = 0, a2 = l,0i = 0, /?2 = 1}. (a) p(x) = 1; (b) 
p(x) — e-10*2; (c) p(z) = e-20*2 4- 0.05 sin2 (TTZ). 
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Figure 2.4 Speed up of Algorithm 5 with q = ps = 160. (a) p(x) = 1; (b) 
p(x) = e-10*2; (c) p(x) — e-20*2 + 0.05sin2(TTZ). 
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Figure 2.5 Speed up of Algorithm 6 with q = ps = 8,000. (a) p(x) = 1; (b) 
p(x) = e-10*2; (c) p(x) = e-20*2 + 0.05 sin2 (TTZ). 
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Figure 2.6 Two-dimensional centroidal Voronoi diagrams for 256 generators 
in fi = (—1, l)2 found by the deterministic Lloyd's method (Al­
gorithm 2); top-left: p(z, y) = 1; top-left: p(x, y) = e~10(x2+y2); 
bottom: p(x, y) = e_20(£2+v2) + 0.05 sin2(îrz) sin2(iry). 
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Figure 2.7 Two-dimensional Voronoi diagrams for 256 generators in 
Q = (—1, l)2 with the density function p(x,y) = 1; (a) Monte 
Carlo simulation; (b) approximate centroidal Voronoi diagram 
using Algorithm 5; (c) approximate centroidal Voronoi diagram 
using Algorithm 6 with ûi = 0\ = 0 and = 02 = 1; (d) ap­
proximate centroidal Voronoi diagram using Algorithm 6 with 
ûi = <*2 = = 02 = 0.5; 9.6 x 10® sampling points were used 
for (b), (c), and (d). 
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Figure 2.8 Two-dimensional Voronoi diagrams for 256 generators in 
fi  = (—1,1)2  with the density function p(x,y) = 
(a) Monte Carlo simulation; (b) approximate centroidal Voronoi 
diagram using Algorithm 5; (c) approximate centroidal Voronoi 
diagram using Algorithm 6 with = /?i = 0 and a2 = & = 1; 
(d) approximate centroidal Voronoi diagram using Algorithm 6 
with ax = a2 = /?i = /32 = 0.5; 9.6 x 106 sampling points were 
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Figure 2.9 Two-dimensional Voronoi diagrams for 256 gener­
ators in fi = (—1, l)2 with the density function 
p(xiV) = e~20(z2+y2) + 0.05sin2(7rz)sin2(îry); (a) Monte 
Carlo simulation; (b) approximate centroidal Voronoi diagram 
using Algorithm 5; (c) approximate centroidal Voronoi diagram 
using Algorithm 6 with e*i = = 0 and a2 = /32 = 1; (d) 
approximate centroidal Voronoi diagram using Algorithm 6 
with Qi = q2 = /3i = /32 = 0.5; 9.6 x 10s sampling points were 
used for (b), (c), and (d). 
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Figure 2.10 Two-dimensional Voronoi diagrams for 256 generators in 
fi = {(z, y) | (z2 + y2 < 1} with the density function 
p(x, y) = 1; (a) Monte Carlo simulation; (b) approximate cen­
troidal Voronoi diagram using Algorithm 5; (c) approximate 
centroidal Voronoi diagram using Algorithm 6 with ai = = 0 
and q2 = A = 1; (d) approximate centroidal Voronoi diagram 
using Algorithm 6 with 01=02 = @1 = /32 = 0.5; 9.6 x 106 
sampling points were used for (b), (c), and (d). 
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Figure 2.11 Two-dimensional Voronoi diagrams for 256 generators in 
ft = {(x, y) | (x2 + y2 < 1} with the density function 
p(x, y) = g-sti-x3-»2). Monte Carlo simulation; (b) ap­
proximate centroidal Voronoi diagram using Algorithm 5; (c) 
approximate centroidal Voronoi diagram using Algorithm 6 
with ax = 0\ = 0 and c*2 = /?2 = 1; (d) approx­
imate centroidal Voronoi diagram using Algorithm 6 with 
<*i = û2 = 0i = 02 = 0.5; 9.6 x 10s sampling points were 
used for (b), (c), and (d). 
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CHAPTER 3. GENERATION OF POINT SETS AND 
SUPPORT REGIONS FOR MESHLESS COMPUTING 
In this chapter, we present probabilistic (and totally messfree) algorithms for point 
placement and support sphere determination in any domain; the algorithms are very 
well suited for adaptation and parallelization and produce very high-quality point sets. 
First we give a short introduction about the current status of meshless computing. In 
§3.2 and §3.3, we respectively discuss point placements using centroidal Voronoi tes­
sellations and the open covering of the domain using spheres. (Spherical coverings are 
considered only for ease of exposition; our methodologies apply just as well to other 
support region geometries.) In §3.4, some numerical experiments are performed to com­
pare our methodologies with the Monte Carlo method for uniform and nonuniform point 
distributions; in addition, for uniform point distributions, we compare with point sets 
generated via Halton sequences. 
3.1 Introduction 
It is well known that mesh generation is a very difficult endeavor for problems with 
complicated geometries. As a result, there is growing interest in seeking alternative 
approaches for numerical simulations which involve no mesh at all. These approaches 
are called meshless or meshfree or gridless methods. Of course, gridless methods are 
not a new notion; for example, Monte Carlo and particle methods and even polynomial 
approximation methods for numerical integration, function approximation, or for ap­
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proximating the solutions of differential equations are meshless-type methods that have 
been around for decades. The newer meshless methods that are of interest here take a 
different approach. The main ideas are to generate a set of points in a given domain; 
attach a patch to each point such that the the union of the patches covers the domain; 
construct local shape functions having support over the patches; and then, using some 
data fitting method, set up an algebraic system of equations. Several realizations of these 
approaches using different data fitting methods have been proposed, including partition 
of unity methods (PUM) (8), element-free Galerkin methods (7), hp-clouds (15), and 
reproducing kernel methods (44). 
The generation of a point set and the associated patches is always the first step in 
efficient meshless methods. Many previous algorithms for these steps are complicated 
since they involve the point set of a mesh, i.e., they are not truly meshless. There exist 
several algorithms for point set generation which avoid this flaw. In (9), an approach 
is proposed that uses Voronoi diagrams and weighted bubble packing. Another good 
simplicial algorithm for the generation of point sets and the associated patches is the 
biting method introduced in (46) which uses an advancing front strategy for generat­
ing the spherical patches. In (23), a meshless discretization technique is suggested for 
nonstationary convection-diffusion problems where the point set is formed via a Halton 
sequence instead of by sampling uniformly distributed points. However, all the above 
methods do not lend themselves well to adaptive techniques so that the implementation 
of local refinement or coarsening strategies of point sets based on these methods is not 
a simple matter. For example, in the method of (23), coarser approximations in spe­
cific regions are effected just by reducing the number of points used; since no natural 
multilevel Halton sequence can be given, this leads to a multilevel approach in which 
non-nested spaces arise. Another example is provided by moving least square methods 
(MLSM) (6) which are used to build shape functions on the domain of interest and result 
in the need for multiple coverings of the domain so that the biting method cannot be 
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used. Still another example is provided by Monte Carlo methods associated with some 
density function; these are natural approaches for adaptive techniques, but the results 
are not good in general because the points placement is not sufficiently regular and it 
also requires a very good random number generator. 
3.2 Point placement using centroidal Voronoi tessellations 
As stated in Chapter 1, for an arbitrary set of points {Xt}"=1 in some domain ft 
with some density function p(x), these points generally are not the mass centroids of 
the corresponding Voronoi regions (13). Thus, we are faced with the construction prob­
lem: given a positive integer n, a domain ft, and a density function p(x) defined on 
ft, find a centroidal Voronoi tessellation of ft. Several good algorithms for determining 
centroidal Voronoi tessellations for both discrete and continuous sets ft have been pro­
posed and discussed in Chapter 2, including MacQueen's method (47) which is a random 
sampling algorithm and Lloyd's method (45) which is the obvious (deterministic) itera­
tion between finding centroids and Voronoi tessellations. However, MacQueen's method 
converges very slowly and even fails to give the optimal centroidal Voronoi regions in 
some situations. Lloyd's method can generally obtain good results but requires accurate 
calcutations of Voronoi diagrams and volumes of Voronoi regions; these are difficult op­
erations for complicated geometries in three dimensions and, in any case, are relatively 
expensive. 
Another probabilistic method, Algorithm 3 stems from a combination of the Mac-
Queen and Lloyd methods. The Monte Carlo method, i.e., random sampling according to 
a given density function, plays a key role in this algorithm; we use the rejection method 
for random point generation; it is much faster than the classical Monte Carlo procedure 
using numerical integrations and is also much better for dealing with complicated re­
gions; see Chapter 2. There also are a number of algorithms for efficiently determining 
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closest neighbors which use some data stuctures for Algorithm 3; see (1; 4; 61). The 
complexity of Algorithm 3 is 0(çlog(n)) per iteration. The results of numerical exper­
iments in Chapter 2 also showed that Algorithm 3 can produce almost the same good 
results as does the deterministic (and certainly not meshless) Lloyd's method but with­
out requiring the calculation of Voronoi regions. Note that in the context of probabilistic 
algorithms such as Monte Carlo methods and Algorithm 3, uniform point distributions 
mean that the density function is constant. 
We will take the generators {x,}"=1 of centroidal Voronoi tessellations as point sets 
for meshless discretizations. In fact, they can be regarded as improvements on point 
sets generated via Monte Carlo, e.g., random sampling, methods. 
In practical applications, many meshless methods require the imposition of certain 
constraints on the positions of the points; for example, it may be required that some of 
the points lie on the geometrical boundary (or more generally, on surfaces or lines in three 
dimensions) so that boundary conditions can be handled. To satisfy such constraints on 
a point set, a constrained CVT algorithm is required. There are different approaches for 
constructing constrained CVT's; see (14). One approach is to predetermine a subset of 
points along the boundary via a lower-dimensional CVT construction based on another 
pre-selected density function defined on the boundary. A second approach is to construct 
the CVT using a standard algorithm with the modification that at each iteration, the set 
of generators whose corresponding Voronoi regions contain a portion of the boundary 
of the domain are projected onto the geometrical boundary. A drawback of the first 
approach is that, in practice, it may not be a simple matter to determine a priori the 
number of generating points on the boundary and the corresponding boundary density 
function. The second approach, on the other hand, is totally automatic and is free from 
the need to predetermine the number of boundary points or boundary densities. In 
(14), a variational formulation is also proposed which covers both approaches mentioned 
above. 
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For the numerical experiments of this paper, the second approach is taken since it is 
a simple matter to probabilistically determine the set of generators whose corresponding 
Voronoi regions contain a portion of the boundary of the domain. For example, one 
could a priori sample a set of boundary points; then, for each point on the boundary 
point set, one searches for the closest generators; then one knows that the corresponding 
Voronoi region will contain a portion of the boundary of the domain. 
3.3 Sphere supports and overlaps 
Suppose that a collection of n points {x,}"=1 has been chosen in the domain ft 
according to a given density function p(x) using the generators of the centroidal Voronoi 
tessellation of ft. Then, to each point x,, a spherical patch 
5i = {y€R'v | lly — x<|| < A,} (3.1) 
is attached, where hi 6 R+ is the radius of the sphere S,. In our methodology, the patches 
can also be easily chosen to have other shapes, e.g., ellipsodal, rectangular, or brick type 
objects; for simplicity of exposition, here we restrict ourselves to spherical patches. The 
construction of the patches 5,, e.g., the covering of the domain ft by spherical regions, 
is a very important step in the discretization process because, e.g., the Si s define the 
supports of the trial and test functions of a Galerkin method. The Si s have to satisfy 
the covering condition ft C uf=1S,-. Furthermore, the intersection of 5, A Sj of two 
patches should be sufficiently large if it is not empty, e.g., if the intersection is too small, 
it may be mistakenly identified to be zero when using finite precision arithmetic. An 
algorithm for determining the size of these patches was proposed in (23). Although the 
algorithm there applies to square patches, it can easily be changed for use for spherical 
patches. That algorithm involves a coarse mesh which often has to be refined locally; 
this is not so simple when the points {x,-}^ are nonuniformly distributed. Thus, we 
define a new algorithm to avoid these flaws and which take advantage of properties of 
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centroidal Voronoi tessellations such as the fact each point has an associated Voronoi 
region which is generally a polyhedron. 
We use the algorithm given in (23) as a basis for an algorithm which is totally 
meshfree. 
Algorithm 7. Given a region fï, a density function p(x) defined for all x € f2, and a 
set of points {x, }"=1 in fi; 
0. choose positive integers mi and mg and a constant 7 > 1 and set hi = 0 for all 
i  = 1, 2 , . . .  ,n; 
1. select a set of mi points uniformily distributed over CI by, e.g., a Monte Carlo 
method; select another set o/mj points distributed over fi according to the 
density function p(x), e.g., again by a Monte Carlo method; let V = U 
{%%; 
2. for all y € V: 
• find a Xj* in {xt-}"=1 which is closest to y; 
• compute the distance di• = ||y — x,-. ||; 
• if hi• < di*, then set hi• = <£,-• ; 
3.  set hi = fhi for all i  =  1,2, . . .  ,n .  
The points {f« }£Llx represent the domain fi and the points provide a further 
refinement according to the density function p(x). Jointly, the points {Ç,}^ U {7/,}^ 
are used as pseudo-points to guarantee that the patches, i.e., the spheres, {Si}"=1 cover 
the entire domain fi. The parameter 7 is motivated by the requirement that the overlaps 
of intersecting patches be sufficiently large and is also used to control the smoothness of 
the shape functions and the density of the stiffness matrix. The overall complexity of 
Algorithm 7 is 0(card(P)log(n)). 
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The ideas behind Algorithm 7 are as follows. First, we find a discrete approximation 
of the Voronoi regions corresponding to {x,}"=1. Then, for each i = 1,2,... ,n, we 
determine the distance between the generator {x,-} and the farthest point in its region. 
If the number of the pseudo-points is large, then the sphere with {x,} as its center and the 
furtherst point distance as its radius should almost cover the Voronoi region associated 
with X(. Then, the union of all these spheres should come close to covering the domain 
fi. Since the Voronoi regions are polyhedra in general, the covering is optimal in some 
sense. The parameter 7 is then used to guarantee the complete covering of the entire 
domain fi. 
Algorithm 7 is generally not suitable if moving least square methods are used to 
construct the shape functions and if one wishes to obtain more than one order of con­
sistency; this is the case for hp-clouds (15), the element-free Galerkin method (7), and 
reproducing kernel methods (44). The reason for this is that, in order to make the 
method work, one needs the points in fi to be covered multiple times. For example, for 
a given interger p > 1, which depends on the basis space used, it is required that for 
any y € fi, there exist indices t'i, i2,... , »*, k > 2 — p, such that y € , i.e., each 
point in fi belongs to at least p of the support sets S,-. An algorithm for determining 
a covering of square support sets satisfying this requirement is given in (15); it may 
be easily ammended to apply to the case of spherical support sets. Here, we suggest a 
meshless variant of that algorithm. 
Algorithm 8. Given a region fi, a density function p(x) defined for all x € fi, an 
integer p > 1, and a set of points {xt}^_1 in fi; 
0. choose positive integers mi and and a constant 7 > 1 and set hi = 0 for all 
i — 1, 2 , . . .  , n, 
1. select a set of mi points uniformily distributed over fi by, e.g., a Monte Carlo 
method; select another set of points distributed over fi according to the 
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density function p(x), e.g., again by a Monte Carlo method; let Q = {£,-}£L\ U 
MT=iu {xt}"=i; 
2. For all y € Q: 
• determine the set SY,N of all points x* that fall within a searching sphere BR 
which is centered at y and whose radius is equal to R; if card(5VvR) < p, 
then increase R and try again; denote the points in the set Syjt by x*(,), 
J = 1)2)... , caxd(Svji); 
• determine the distance = ||y — Xk(j)\\ for all x&(,) € SVTR, i.e., for j = 
1 ) 2 , . . .  )  
card (Syj i ) ;  
• sort the set in increasing order; 
• for j = 1, 2 , . . .  ,p, if hk ( j )  < dk( j ) ,  then set hk(j) =<f*(j); 
3. set hi = 7A,- for all i = 1,2,... ,n. 
An efficient implementation of the evaluation of the set S v j i ,  which is a crucial 
step in this algorithm, is given in (63). The overall complexity of Algorithm 8 is 
0(card(Q) log(n)). Note that in Algorithm 7, the set V = {£«}£Lli U was used 
because xt- is the center of 5„ i.e., we already have x, € 5, for each i, but {x,}"=1 is 
added to Q in Algorithm 8 since now p > 1 and each x, also has to be covered, in 
addition to 5,-, by at least p — 1 other support regions. 
3.4 Numerical Experiments 
We now provide the results of some numerical experiments for square, circular, and 
non-convex regions with both uniform and nonuniform density functions. We will com­
pare centroidal Voronoi point placements (obtained using Algorithm 3) with those ob­
tained using the Monte Carlo method, i.e., random sampling. In addition, for a constant 
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density function, i.e., for a uniform distribution of points, we also make comparisons 
with the point sets generated via a (2,3) Halton sequence.1 In each case, we will use 
sphere coverings resulting from the application of both Algorithms 7 and 8, the latter 
with p = 3; this is a typical requirement for the cover when using moving least square 
methods to constuct shape functions in two dimensions. We choose 7 = 1.3 throughout. 
For convenience of description, the characteristic matrix M = (Af,-,) of a sphere 
covering {S,}"=1 of the domain f2 is defined by 
Mij = < 1 if S, n5; #0 
0 otherwise. 
Clearly, the density of M, i.e., the percentage of non-zero entries, is in general propor­
tional to the density of the stiffness matrix which, in practice, one hopes is a sparse 
matrix. 
Except where noted, for all the figures we chose the number of points n = 128. 
However, we also examined the cases n = 256 and n = 512 in order to gather statistics 
about the densities of the corresponding characteristic matrices. 
3.4.1 Uniform point distributions 
We give a visual comparison of three different point placement schemes for uniform 
point distributions. For the Monte Carlo (random point placement) and centroidal 
Voronoi point placements, uniform point distributions means that the density function 
is constant. 
First, we choose the square region ft = [—1,1] x [—1,1], In Fig. 3.1, the top row 
corresponds to a Monte Carlo point set, the middle row corresponds to a (2,3) Halton 
1 Halton sequences are pseudo-Monte Carlo sequences which can be decribed as follows. Given 
a prime number p, for k € N, k can be represented as k = ^3, *«P' • We then define a map­
ping Hp from N to [0,1] by Hp(k) — Then, the (p,ç) Halton sequence of n points 
in two dimensions is defined as {flp(*),Srg(*)}*-1. To generate points in a unit circle through 
Halton sequences, the following mapping, which is a variant of the mapping in (64), can be used: 
(#„(&),  # , (&))  (VI  "  cos(2*H q{k)) ,  VI  -  H p (k) 2  sin(2icH q{k))) .  
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sequence point set, and the bottom row to a centroidal Voronoi point set, the first and 
third of these generated from the density function p(x) = 1. The first column shows the 
placement of the 128 points and the second and third columns the coverings of ft by 
circular support regions determined by Algorithms 7 and 8, respectively, with p — 3 for 
the latter. We then choose the circular region ft = {(xi, x%) | x\ + x\ < 1}, i.e., the unit 
circle, for which Fig. 3.2 provides the same information as did Figures 3.1 for the square 
domain. Then, in Table 3.1, we provide some information about the sphere coverings. 
Specifically, we provide, for 128, 256, and 512 point sets, for both the square and circular 
domains, for the three point placement methods (Monte Carlo, Halton sequence, and 
centroidal Voronoi), and for the two sphere radii selection methods (Algorithms 7 and 
8 with p — 3), the densities, i.e., the percentage of nonzero entries, of the characteristic 
matrices of the corresponding coverings. 
Table 3.1 Densities of nonzero entries of the characteristic matrices of cov­




Algorithm Point selection method 
Monte Carlo | Halton sequence CVT 
ft = [—1,1] x [—1,1] 
128 7 12.02% 10.04% 5.05% 
8 (with p = 3) 25.41% 21.63% 18.68% 
256 7 6.25% 4.95% 2.61% 
8 (with p = 3) |_ 14.23% 10.97% 9.53% 
512 7 3.29% 2.72% 1.33% 
8 (with p = 3) 7.30% 5.91% 4.72% 
ft = (xi,x2) | x\ + x! < 1} 
128 7 11.90% 9.03% 5.22% 
8 (with p = 3) 24.87% 19.12% 20.94% 
256 7 6.85% 4.20% 2.61% 
8 (with p = 3) 14.99% 11.11% 9.58% 
512 7 3.47% 2.34% 1.33% 
8 (with p = 3) 7.64% 5.50% 4.62% 
From Figures 3.1 and 3.2 and Table 3.1, one easily concludes that point placement 
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using centroidal Voronoi tessellations results in better point distributions and sphere 
coverings than do the other methods. Specifically, the point distributions and associ­
ated circular patches are much more uniform and the densities of the corresponding 
characteristic matrices are lower. Note that the densities for Algorithm 8 are higher 
than for Algorithm 7; this is to be expected since with p = 3 Algorithm 8 guarantees 
(in a probabilistic sense) that each point in fi is covered by at least three of the circular 
patches. Note also the inverse linear dependence of the densities on the number of points. 
We further observe (this is easiest to see for the square domain) that the characteristic 
matrix densities obtained for the centroidal Voronoi point selection method along with 
Algorithm 7 for determining the radii for the circular patches are very much the same 
as that which one would obtain for a piecewise linear finite element grid. If Algorithm 
8 with p = 3 is used instead, then the characteristic matrix densities are very much 
the same as for a piecewise quadratic finite element grid. If either of the other point 
selection methods are used, the corresponding matrix densities are substantially higher. 
We describe how centroidal Voronoi point placements were obtained for circular do­
mains since it helps to point out a very favorable feature of our completely probabilistic 
method of determining point placements and support radii. We embed the circular 
domain into a square domain and sample points in the square; if a sampled point lies 
outside the circle, we simply reject it. This is equivalent to defining the density func­
tion to vanish outside the circle. This procedure can be generalized to arbitrary convex 
domains: one simply embeds the domain into a rectangular domain, then one samples 
on the rectangular domain and rejects points lying outside the given domain (or, equiv­
alent ly, one extends the density function by zero outside of the given domain and then 
samples on the rectangular domain.) Ultimately, we only need the ability to determine if 
a point is inside or outside of the given domain. Non-convex domains need an additional 
rejection step; see Section 3.4.3. 
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3.4.2 Nonuniform point distributions 
In Figures 3.3-3.7, we present, for Monte Carlo and centroidal Voronoi point place­
ments, the same information as is found in Figures 3.1 and 3.2, except that now we 
consider nonuniform point distributions. Specifically, for Figures 3.3-3.5, which axe for 
the square domain [—1,1] x [—1,1], the points are respectively distributed according to 
the density functions g-3(=^+)f) (which has a peak at the center of the square), e-1-5(2+r+y) 
(which has a peak at the bottom-left corner of the square), and e~^1+x^2 (which peaks at 
the left side of the square.) For Figures 3.6 and 3.7, which are for the circular domain 
{(xi, x2) I x\ + x\ < 1}, the points are respectively distributed according to the density 
functions (which has a peak at the center of the circle) and e-3(1-r2-y2) (which 
peaks at the circumference of the circle). 
Table 3.2 provides the densities, i.e., the percentage of nonzero entries, of the charac­
teristic matrices for circular coverings associated with 128, 256, and 512 points generated 
for the two domains (square and circle), the two point placement methods (Monte Carlo 
and centroidal Voronoi), the two radii selection methods (Algorithms 7 and Algorithm 
8 with p = 3), and for the nonuniform density functions given above. From Figures 
3.3—3.7 and Table 3.2, we again see the clear superiority of the centroidal Voronoi point 
placement method. 
3.4.3 Non-convex domains 
Our point placement and support region selection methods are easily adapted to non-
convex domains with relatively well-behaved boundaries. Only an additional rejection 
step is necessary in Algorithm 3 and a change in the closest point determination may 
be necessary; otherwise, all the algorithms we have described remain unchanged. The 
change to Algorithm 3 is simply that whenever the point location x* computed according 
to step 3 of that algorithm lies outside the domain, then it is rejected. (This cannot 
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occur for convex domains but is possible for non-convex domains.) Equivalently, if the 
density function at that point vanishes, i.e., if p(x^) = 0, then the point x£ is rejected. 
For nonconvex domains having ill-behaved boundaries such as slits or cracks, it is 
possible that the line segment connecting a sampled point to the nearest (in terms of 
Euclidean distance) generator crosses the boundary of the domain. This situation should 
be rejected, i.e., Voronoi regions should not have part of the domain boundary traversing 
through them. The rejection of such situations can be effected automatically through 
a simple redefinition of the notion of distance. If d€l denotes the boundary of fi, we 
redefine the distance used for searching for closest points in all algorithms as follows. 
Given two points yi and y3 in fi, let yly? denote the line segment between y% and y?. 
Then, the distance between y% and y% is given by 
4yi,yz) = < oo if dfi A yiy2 # 0 
||yi — yzll otherwise. 
(Note again that for convex domains, we always have that dfi fl yïyà = 0.) 
We first illustrate the superior performance of our algorithms for point placement 
and support radii determination for non-convex domains in Figures 3.8-3.9 where for 
three different non-convex domains, we provide (for the Monte Carlo and centroidal 
Voronoi point placement methods) the same information as found in Figures 3.1 and 3.2 
for a square and circle. Figures 3.8-3.9 are for a uniform density function; there is no 
difficulty applying our methods to nonuniform density functions over these non-convex 
domains. 
As a further illustration, we next consider the square region fi = [—1,1] x [—1,1] 
with a slit L = {(0,y)|y € [—0.5,0.5]}. As noted above, the Voronoi region of any point 
cannot cross over the slit, i.e., any two points should not influence each other if the line 
segment connecting them intersects the slit. Numerical experiments were performed 
for both a uniform and a nonuniform density function; see Figures 3.10 and 3.11 for a 
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depiction of the placement of points and support radii; here 256 points are used. The 
density function for Fig. 3.11 is given by 
The choice of the density function reflects the desire to pack more points near the two 
ends of the slit to resolve any possible singularities. 
3.4.4 Point placement under constraints 
It is possible to incorporate the techniques for constrained CVT discussed in the 
section 3.2 in order to fullfil the requirement of placing some points on the boundary as 
is required in many current meshless methods. Fig. 3.12 provides a test example for a 
square domain. Here, we construct the CVT using Algorithm 3 as usual, but whenever 
a new set of generators were computed (after step 3) at each iteration, the points whose 
Voronoi regions include part of a side of the square were projected onto the side along its 
normal direction and points whose Voronoi regions involve one of the four corners of the 
square were replaced by the corresponding corner point. Fig. 3.13 illustrates the same 
situation for the unit circle where the projection procedure is even simpler in the sense 
that the points whose Voronoi regions include part of the boundary are automatically 
projected onto the boundary along the radial direction. Although only uniform density 
functions are used in Fig. 3.12 and 3.13, the same projection procedure can be applied 
to any nonuniform density function. For example, in Fig. 3.14, we provide an example 
of a constrained CVT for a circular domain for the density function p(x, y) = g-2.s(i+y) 
3.4.5 Three-dimensional domains 
Algorithms 3, 7 and 8 can be easily applied to any space dimension since the proce­
dure is not related to the dimension of the space except for the concept of distances and 
p(x,  y)  = < e~
10r if r <0.6 
where r = < 
y/x 2  + (y — 0.5)2 i f  y  > o 
e~6 otherwise y/x2 + (y + 0.5)2 otherwise. 
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the sorting process. Some numerical experiments with n = 512 points were performed 
in fi = ([—1,1] x [—0.5,0.5] x [—1,1]) U ([0,1] x [—0.5,0.5] x [0,1]). Since fi is also 
non-convex, we used a rejection technique similar to that described in the section 3.4.3 
for domains with relatively well-behaved boundaries. Due to the difficulty in visualizing 
the spherical patches in three dimensionas, we here only give the scatter plots of the 512 
points. Fig. 3.15 provides the plots for a uniform density function and Fig. 3.16 for the 
nonuniform the density function 
p(x,y ,z)  = e"
20r if r <0.4 
e-8 otherwise, 
where r = y/x 2  + z2. The centroidal Voronoi point placement method again provides 
point sets of superior quality. 
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Table 3.2 Densities of nonzero entries of the characteristic matrices of cov­






Algorithm Point placement method 
Monte Carlo CVT 
n = [-1, i] x [-1,1] 
e-3(*2+y2) 
128 7 18.58% 6.50% 
8 (with p = 3) 48.70% 28.36% 
256 7 7.87% 2.91% 
8 (with p = 3) 21.04% 12.46% 
512 7 3.97% 1.44% 
8 (with p = 3) 9.96% 5.58% 
g—1.5(2+x+y) 
128 7 12.57% 5.27% 
8 (with p = 3) 32.80% 21.74% 
256 7 7.18% 2.67% 
8 (with p = 3) 16.01% 10.48% 
512 7 3.25% 1.36% 
8 (with p = 3) 7.38% 5.12% 
e-(l+r)* 
128 7 15.85% 5.26% 
8 (with p = 3) 39.53% 22.05% 
256 7 7.84% 2.72% 
8 (with p = 3) 18.17% 10.47% 
512 7 3.36% 1.35% 
8 (with p = 3) 7.60% 5.05% 
n = {(xx,ar2) 1 x't + x\ <1} 
128 7 20.75% 5.34% 
8 (with p = 3) 48.06% 26.41% 
256 7 9.13% 2.94% 
8 (with p = 3) 23.49% 12.11% 
512 7 3.90% 1.42% 
8 (with p = 3) 10.01% 5.61% 
e—3(1—z2—s2) 
128 7 12.23% 5.34% 
8 (with p = 3) 25.26% 18.59% 
256 7 7.22% 2.67% 
8 (with p = 3) 15.78% 10.12% 
512 7 3.27% 1.35% 
8 (with p = 3) 7.48% 5.01% 
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Figure 3.1 The sets of 128 points in a square (left) and the associated spher­
ical patches determined by Algorithms 7 (middle) and 8 (with 
p — 3) (right) for the Monte Carlo (top), (2,3) Halton sequence 
(middle), and centroidal Voronoi tessellation (bottom) point se­




Figure 3.2 The sets of 128 points in a circle (left) and the associated spher­
ical patches determined by Algorithms 7 (middle) and 8 (with 
p = 3) (right) for the Monte Carlo (top), (2,3) Halton sequence 
(middle), and centroidal Voronoi tessellation (bottom) point se­
lection methods for a uniform density function. 
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Figure 3.3 The sets of 128 points in a square (left) and the associated 
spherical patches determined by Algorithms 7 (middle) and 8 
(with p = 3) (right) for the Monte Carlo (top) and centroidal 
Voronoi tessellation (bottom) point selection methods for the 
density function e~3(x2+y2K 
(11) (12) (13) 
mm 
Figure 3.4 The sets of 128 points in a square (left) and the associated 
spherical patches determined by Algorithms 7 (middle) and 8 
(with p = 3) (right) for the Monte Carlo (top) and centroidal 
Voronoi tessellation (bottom) point selection methods for the 
density function e_l-5(2+s+v). 
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Figure 3.5 The sets of 128 points in a square (left) and the associated 
spherical patches determined by Algorithms 7 (middle) and 8 
(with p = 3) (right) for the Monte Carlo (top) and centroidal 
Voronoi tessellation (bottom) point selection methods for the 
density function e~(1+r)2. 
Figure 3.6 The sets of 128 points in a circle (left) and the associated spher­
ical patches determined by Algorithms 7 (middle) and 8 (with 
p — 3) (right) for the Monte Carlo (top) and centroidal Voronoi 
tessellation (bottom) point selection methods for the density 
function e-4^z2+y2^. 
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Figure 3.7 The sets of 128 points in a circle (left) and the associated spher­
ical patches determined by Algorithms 7 (middle) and 8 (with 
p — 3) (right) for the Monte Carlo (top) and centroidal Voronoi 
tessellation (bottom) point selection methods for the density 
function e-3*1-*2-"2). 
Figure 3.8 The sets of 128 points in a non-convex domain (left) and the 
associated spherical patches determined by Algorithms 7 (mid­
dle) and 8 (with p = 3) (right) for the Monte Carlo (top) and 
centroidal Voronoi tessellation (bottom) point selection methods 
for a uniform density function. 
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Figure 3.9 The sets of 128 points in a non-convex domain (left) and the 
associated spherical patches determined by Algorithms 7 (mid­
dle) and 8 (with p — 3) (right) for the Monte Carlo (top) and 
centroidal Voronoi tessellation (bottom) point selection methods 
for a uniform density function. 
(•1) (12) (18) 
Figure 3.10 
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Figure 3.11 The sets of 256 points in a domain with a slit (left) and the 
associated spherical patches determined by Algorithms 7 (mid­
dle) and 8 (with p = 3) (right) for the Monte Carlo (top) and 
centroidal Voronoi tessellation (bottom) point selection meth­
ods for a nonuniform density function. 
(»1) («2) (®3) 
Figure 3.12 The sets of 128 points in a square (left) under constraint and the 
associated spherical patches determined by Algorithms 7 (mid­
dle) and 8 (with p = 3) (right) for the Monte Carlo (top) and 
centroidal Voronoi tessellation (bottom) point selection meth­
ods for a uniform density function. 
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Figure 3.13 The sets of 128 points in a circle (left) under constraint and the 
associated spherical patches determined by Algorithms 7 (mid­
dle) and 8 (with p = 3) (right) for the Monte Carlo (top) and 
centroidal Voronoi tessellation (bottom) point selection meth­
ods for a uniform density function. 
(mi) («2) («3) 
m 
Figure 3.14 The sets of 128 points in a circle (left) under constraint and the 
associated spherical patches determined by Algorithms 7 (mid­
dle) and 8 (with p = 3) (right) for the Monte Carlo (top) and 
centroidal Voronoi tessellation (bottom) point selection meth­
ods for the density function p(x, y) = g-2-s(i+%). 
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Figure 3.15 The sets of 512 points in a three-dimensional non-convex do­
main for the Monte Carlo (left) and centroidal Voronoi tes­
sellation (right) point selection methods for a uniform density 
function. 
Figure 3.16 The sets of 512 points in a three-dimensional non-convex do­
main for the Monte Carlo (left) and centroidal Voronoi tessella­
tion (right) point selection methods for a non uniform density 
function. 
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CHAPTER 4. CONSTRAINED CENTROIDAL VORONOI 
TESSELLATIONS ON GENERAL SURFACES 
The plan of this chapter is as follows. We develop and analyze, in §4.2, the notion of 
constrained CVT's. Then, in §4.3, we discuss some deterministic and probabilistic algo­
rithms for the construction of constrained CVT's. In §4.4, some computational examples 
are provided that illustrate the high quality of constrained CVT point sets. Finally, in 
§4.5, we discuss the use of constrained CVT point sets for polynomial interpolation and 
numerical integration on a sphere. 
4.1 Introduction 
In (13; 14; 16) and Chapter 2, a methodology for point placement in regions, i.e., vol­
umes, in has been developed. The methodology is based on the notion of centroidal 
Voronoi tessellations (CVT's) which is explained in §1.1. The ensuing methodology 
produces high-quality point distributions which may themselves be of interest or may 
be used as a basis for triangulations or Voronoi tesselations of the region. Among the 
advantages of the CVT methodology is that points may easily be distributed accord­
ing to a prescribed nonuniform density function and the algorithms which make up the 
methodology are amenable to parallelization. In addition, CVT's enjoy an optimization 
characterization so that they themselves turn out to be useful in many applications such 
as image and data analysis, vector quantization, resource optimization, optimal place­
ment of sensors and actuators for control, cell biology, territorial behavior of animals, nu­
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merical partial differential equations, meshless computing, etc.; see, e.g., (13; 14; 17; 52) 
and Chapter 3. 
The basic definition of the CVT in Chapter 1 can be generalized to very broad settings 
that range from abstract spaces to discrete point sets (13). The purpose of this paper 
is to study the CVT methodology that was developed in (13; 14; 16) and Chapter 2 in 
the case where the point sets are constrained to lie on surfaces in KN. There are many 
instances in which point distributions lying on surfaces or triangulations or more general 
subdivisions of surfaces are needed. Just to mention a few important examples, there are 
geophysical calculations on the surface of the earth, i.e., on nearly a sphere, collocation 
or nodal points for boundary finite element methods, and the geometric representation 
of surfaces by panels or other simple objects. Also, many mesh generation methods in 
three dimensions require that first a surface grid be developed. 
4.2 Constrained centroidal Voronoi tessellations 
Now consider a compact and continuous surface S C R^ defined by 
S = {x € R^ | So(x) = 0 and <%(x) <0 for j = 1,... , m} (4.1) 
for some continuous functions go and {g/}!^. Similar to (1.1), given a set of points 
{zi}*=1 € S, one may define their corresponding Voronoi regions on S by 
Vi — { x € S | |x — 2t-1 < |x - Z j \  for j  = 1,. . .  ,  fc,  j  ^  i }  i  = 1,... , k . (4.2) 
For a density function p(x) defined on the surface S and positive almost everywhere, one 
may encounter a problem with the definition (4.2) when one defines centroidal Voronoi 
tessellations {(z,-, V{)}f=1 of S: the mass centroids {z*}f=1 of {K}*=1 as defined by (1.2) 
do not, in general, belong to S. For example, the mass centroid of any region on the 
surface of a sphere is always located in the interior of the sphere. Therefore, we must 
first use a generalized definition of a mass centroid on surfaces. 
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For each Voronoi region K, we call zf the constrained mass centroid of % on S if zf 
is a solution of the following problem: 
min Fi{z) , where F;(z) = f p(x)|x — z|2<fx. (4.3) 
,€S JVi 
The integral over {Vf} is understood as standard surface integration on S. Clearly, for 
each % = F,(-) is convex. Assume that zi,z% € S; then we have 
Ff(zi) - Fiizx)  = f />(x)(|x - Zi|2 - |x - z2|2) dx.  
JVi 
Since S is compact and p(-)  is continuous almost everywhere, there exists a constant C 
such that 
|Fi(zi) - Fi(zOl < C\zi - z2|. 
Thus, we know that F< is continuous and compact, and consequently we obtain the 
existence of solutions of (4.3); however, the solution may not be unique. 
We call the tessellation defined by (4.2) a constrained centroidal Voronoi tessellation 
(CCVT) if and only if the points {z,}*=1 which serve as the generators associated with 
the Voronoi regions {K}f=i are the constrained mass centroids of those regions. Note 
that although the definition of CCVT conforms with that of CVT for general spaces, it 
is important to emphasize the main features of the former, namely, the generators are 
constrained to the surfaces while the distances are still the standard Euclidean distances, 
not the more general geodesic distances. 
For practical applications, it is natural to ask: for a given V*, how does one find its 
constrained mass centroid on S, i.e., how does one solve the constrained optimization 
problem (4.3)? We rewrite (4.3) in the more standard form 
min Fi(z) S6R" 
* flb(z) = 0 
9i(z) <0 for j  = 1, . . .  ,m .  
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If zf is a solution of (4.4), then the Lagrange multiplier rule states that zf is a stationary 
point of 
m M m 
Li(z) = F(z) - Yi = / Z>(x)|x - z|2 A,-5,(z) , (4.5) 
i=o • j=o 
where Ay € R. Under smoothness assumptions on the Lagrange functional, the necessary 
condition can then be written as 
£|\z(zi) — 0 
So«) = 0 
A j > 3 — 0, Ay%(zf) <0 for j  = 1,. . .  ,  m.  
Suppose zf is not located on the boundary of S, i.e., 
Sj(zf) <0 for j  = 1,. . .  ,  m.  
(4.6) 
Then, we know that A, must be 0 for all j = 1, • • • , m, and so (4.6) simplifies to 
2 f p(x)(x — zf) dx — AoV2(<7o(zf)) = 0. (4.7) 
JVi 
Furthermore, if A = ^, we have 
f xp(x) dx = zf f p(x) dx + AV,(flb(zf)) 
JVi JVi 
f xp(x) dx 
™ 7  = z i +  f  
/ p(x) dx / A>(x) <ix 
7v; yv. 
Using (1.2), we then obtain 
Vz(flô(zf)). 
zt- - zf = -V,(sb(zf)) 
f A>(x)<ix 
/v; 
and <y(zf) = 0. Thus, we have obtained the following result. 
(4.8) 
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Theorem 1. For each i = 1, • • • , k, the constrained mass centroids of % exists. Fur­
thermore, i/zf € S — dS is a constrained centroid ofVi, then z* — zf is a vector normal 
to the surface S at zf, where z" is defined by (1.2), i.e., zf is the projection of z" onto S 
along the normal direction at zf. 
From Theorem 1, it is easy to see that the constrained centroidal Voronoi tessellation 
of a flat surface, i.e., of a surface S having zero curvature almost everywhere, is reduced 
to the centroidal Voronoi tessellation in the Euclidean space. 
There are many available theoretical results for centroidal Voronoi tessellations; see 
(13). Similar analyses can be applied to constrained centroidal Voronoi tessellations. 
For example, we have the following results. 
Proposition 5. Given a compact surface S C defined by (4.1), a positive integer 
k, and a positive and measurable density function p(-) defined on S. Let {zt}f_1 denote 
any set of k points belonging to S and let denote any tessellation of S into k 
regions. Define the energy functional or the distortion value for {(zt, K)}f=i by 
f({(*,%)}L) = E / p(x)|x-z,f dx. (4.9) 
A necessary condition for F to be minimized is that the %'s are the Voronoi regions 
corresponding to the zt- 's and, simultaneously, the z, 's are the constrained centroids of 
the corresponding V{'s, i.e., {(z,-, K)}?=i is a constrained centroidal Voronoi tessellation 
of S. 
Proof. First examine the first variation of T with respect to a single point, say z;. We 
then have that 
+ v) - F{zj)  = [  a>(x)(|x ~ Zj - v|2 - |x - z,]2) <fx, (4.10) 
Vxev, 
where we have not listed the fixed variables in the argument of T and where v is arbitrary 
such that Zj + v € S. From (4.10), we see that minimizers of T with respect to z, have 
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the same characterization as minimizers of Fj given in (4.3). Thus, the minimizing 
points {zj}jf=1 are the constrained centroids of the corresponding regions {V}}y=1 on S. 
Next, for given points {zt-}f=1 and a tessellation {%}Li other than the Voronoi tes­
sellation {V{}f=1 corresponding to {z,}*=1, we may compare the value of _F({(z;, K)}Li) 
given by (4.9) with 
* /* 
K)}?„) = 53 / - • (4.11) 
JxeVi 
For a point x € S that belongs to the Voronoi region Vj we have that 
p(x)|x - z,|2 < p(x)|x - zt|2 for i = 1,... , A: (4.12) 
since possibly x does not belong to the Voronoi region corresponding to z,-. However, 
since {K}f=i is not a Voronoi tessellation of S corresponding to {z,}*=1, (4.12) must hold 
with strict inequality over some measure non-zero set of S. Thus, 
*•({(*. < f({(z„ %)}D 
so that F is minimized when the {V}}*=1 are chosen to be the Voronoi regions associated 
with the points {zy}*=1. D 
Define the functional 
* r 
^«Zj}j=i) = 53 / - - Zi'2 dx' (4-13) 
where z,-'s belong to S and Vf's axe the corresponding Voronoi regions on S. We call AC 
the energy of {Zj}*=1 on the surface S. From the above proof, we have the following 
result. 
Proposition 6. Given a surface S € R'V, a positive integer k, and a positive density 
function p(-) defined on S. Then, ? and AC have the same minimizers. 
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Let K = {Z = (zi, Z2, • • ' > Zfc),Zj € S}. Let A, = |Vf| denote the area of Vf and let 
A = (Ai, A2,••• 1 Afc). It is obvious that A is continuous. Furthermore, the following 
result holds. 
Theorem 2. Let p(x) 6e continuous on ft. Then, AC is continuous and possesses a global 
minimum. 
Proof. Let Z, Z' € K. Then, 
|AC(Z)-AC(Z')| = " 
(4.14) 
+ / _ P(*)(l* ~ z«|2 - |x- z<|2) <fx} . 
./xev;' ' 
Since S is compact and p(-)  is continuous, there exits a constant C such that 
k 
|K(Z) - AC(Z')| <C^(|Ai- A<| + |z, - z;i). 
1=1 
Then, the continuity of AC follows from the continuity of A and the existence of the 
global minimizer follows from the compactness of AC. • 
4.3 Algorithms for determining CCVT s 
An arbitrary choice of generating points {z,}*=1 on a surface are not, in general, the 
constrained mass centroids of the corresponding Voronoi regions on that surface. As a 
result, one is left with the following construction problem: given a surface S C R^. a 
positive integer k, and a density function p(x) defined for x € S, determine a k-point 
constrained centroidal Voronoi tessellation of S with respect to the given density function. 
Similar to centroidal Voronoi tessellations of a region, constrained centroidal Voronoi 
tessellations of a given surface also are not uniquely defined in general. For example, 
given a constrained centroidal Voronoi tessellation {(z,-, Vf)}*=1 on the surface of a sphere 
with respect to a constant density function, then {(z(, V7)}*=1, a rotation of {(z„ K)}f=1, 
is still a constrained centroidal Voronoi tessellation. 
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4.3.1 Some probabilistic and deterministic methods for determining CCVT's 
There are several algorithms known for constructing centroidal Voronoi tessellations 
of a given set and discussed in Chapter 2; see (13; 45; 47). Here, we consider three 
methods. The first is MacQueen's method (13; 47), a very elegant probabilistic algorithm 
which divides sampling points into k sets or clusters by taking means of clusters. The 
second method is a deterministic algorithm that is known in some circles as Lloyd's 
method (13; 45) and which is the obvious iteration between computing Voronoi diagrams 
and mass centroids. The third method is a probabilistic method suggested in Chapter 2 
which may be viewed as a generalization of the known MacQueen and Lloyd methods. 
Using Theorem 1, we modify the three methods for the construction of constrained 
centroidal Voronoi tessellations. 
The modified version of MacQueen's method is given as follows. Throughout, Monte 
Carlo sampling simply means random sampling according to the given density function. 
Algorithm 9. (MacQueen's method for CCVT's) Given a surface S, a density 
function p(x) defined for all x € S, and a positive integer k; 
0. choose an initial set ofk points {zt-}f=l on S, e.g., by using a Monte Carlo method; 
set ji = 1 for * = 
1. determine a point y in S at random, e.g., by a Monte Carlo method, according to 
the probability density function p(x); 
2. find a zt. among {z,}*=l that is the closest to y; 
3. set 
i ji*Zx* + y . , - . •/ / \ 
z-. < :—-T—, Ji* «- Ji- + 1, and z,. = proj(zt.) ; 
J i *  + 1  
the new z*, along with the unchanged {z,}, j ^ i", form the new set of points 
WL; 
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4. if the new points meet some convergence criterion, terminate; otherwise, return to 
step 1. 
In Algorithm 9, z= proj(z(.) denotes the following process. If there exists a set 
{zj. }y=1 € S — dS which are projection points of z\. onto S along the normal direction 
to S at Zf., choose a zf. satisfying |zf. — z\.\ = minJ=1,...,r |zj. — z(-,| and then replace z,. 
by zf.; otherwise, keep z,. unchanged. 
There are two key issues in Algorithm 9 that need to be addressed. The first is how 
to sample points on a given surface by a Monte Carlo method, i.e., how to do random 
sampling on a surface according to a given density function. The second concerns the 
implementation of the projection process. These issues are discussed in Section 4.4. 
The almost sure convergence of the energy for the random MacQueen method has 
been proved in the CVT case; note that in some cases this method fails to converge to a 
centroidal Voronoi tessellation; see (26; 47). It also has been observed that MacQueen's 
method converges very slowly and that, in practical computations, the energy of the 
final set of points is closely correlated to the energy of the corresponding initial set of 
points; see Chapter 2. 
The following algorithm is the modification to the CCVT case of Lloyd's method 
(13; 45). 
Algorithm 10. (Lloyd's Method for CCVT's) Given a surface S, a density function 
p(x) defined for all x € S, and a positive integer k, 
0. select an initial set of k points {z,}f=1 on S, e.g., by using a Monte Carlo method; 
1. construct the Voronoi sets of S associated with {zt }f=1; 
2. determine the constrained mass centroids of the Voronoi sets these con­
strained centroids form the new set of points {z,-}f=1; 
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3. if the new points meet some convergence criterion, terminate; otherwise, return to 
step 1. 
In Algorithm 10, the determination of constrained mass centroids can be done in two 
steps: first find the mass centroids and then project them onto the surface S using the 
projection process proj. Note that Algorithm 10 requires the explicit construction of 
Voronoi tessellations of S and of the constrained mass centroids of the Voronoi regions. 
In the CVT setting, Lloyd's method converges much faster than does MacQueen's 
method. However, in the CCVT case, one is faced with the difficult task of constructing 
Voronoi tesselations corresponding to a given set of points on a surface. For a sphere, 
the STRIPACK package for constructing Voronoi diagrams (59) is available, but similar 
software is not currently available for general surfaces. This difficulty represents a se­
rious obstacle to the use of the deterministic Lloyd method for determining contrained 
centroidal Voronoi tessellations of general surfaces. A variant scheme is to approximate 
the Voronoi sets using background grids, but the local refinement of background grids for 
complex density functions is still a substantial problem. Despite this difficulty, Lloyd's 
method retains considerable theoretical interest. 
We next present a modified version, applicable to the CCVT case, of a probabilistic 
method given in Chapter 2 for CVT's. This method can be viewed as a both a prob­
abilistic version of Lloyd's method and as a generalization of the random MacQueen 
method. 
Algorithm 11. Given a surface S, a density function p(x) defined for all x € S, and 
a positive integer k, 
0. choose a positive integer q and non-negative constants {at, 0i}i=l such that ai+oç = 
1; choose an initial set of k points {zt-}*=1 on S, e.g., by using a Monte Carlo 
method;  set  j i  = 1 for  % =  ! , . . .  ,  k;  
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1. choose q points {yr}'=1 in fZ at random, e.g., by a Monte Carlo method, according 
to the probability density function p(x); 
2. for r = 1,... ,q, determine a z,. among {z,-}f_1 that is closest to yr; 
3. for i = 1,... ,k, gather together in the set Wi all sampling points yr closest to z,-
(t'.c., in the Voronoi region o/z,); if the set W{ is empty, do nothing; otherwise, 
compute the average y* of the set and set 
and z- = proj(z*') ; 
Ji -r 1 
the new set of {z*}, along with the unchanged {zj } , j  ±  i ,  form the  new se t  o f  
points {z,-}f=1; 
4. if the new points meet some convergence criterion, terminate; otherwise, return to 
step 1. 
Algorithm 11, like MacQueen's method and unlike Lloyd's method, does not require the 
calculation of Voronoi diagrams on a surface. Note that since two of the a,'s and Pi's 
are free, Algorithm 11 is actually a two-parameter family of methods. Furthermore, #i 
and /3i may actually be chosen to be negative, yielding an under-relaxation method. 
However, for surfaces of closed bodies, e.g., a sphere, one should be careful when using 
negative values for and /?i because then it is possible for the average point y" to lie 
outside the body. This, in turn, could complicate the proj operation. 
Some theoretical and computational analyses of Algorithm 11 (for the CVT case) 
can be found in Chapter 2. We also note that Algorithm 11 can be parallelized in much 
the same way it was described for the standard for the CVT case. 
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4.3.2 Some results about Lloyd's method 
Let us consider the Lloyd map Zn+i = T(Zn) on a surface S. From Propositions 5 
and 6, we have 
AC(Zn+1) = :F(Zn+1,V(Zn+1)) 
< jF(Zn+1,V(Zn)) (4.1o) 
< JF(Zn,V(Zn)) 
= £( zn), 
where V(Z) denotes the Voronoi regions of S associated with Z From (4.15), we know 
the Lloyd iteration produces a sequence of points {Zn} on S that is bounded and that 
has monotonically decreasing energy. Applying the above results and a similar proof in 
(16), we can obtain the following result. 
Proposition 7. The set of limit points of a given Lloyd iteration share the same energy 
AC. Consequently, if the fixed point with the same energy is unique, then the Lloyd 
iteration converges globally. 
It is difficult in general to formulate verifiable conditions on the density function and 
the geometry of the surface that lead to global convergence. In the following, we will 
consider a special case. 
Let us consider using Lloyd's method to construct constrained Voronoi tessellations 
on the unit circle S = {(z, y) € R2 | x2 + y2 = 1}. Let the density function p(-) be 
smooth and strictly positive. For convenience, we represent the unit circle by S = 
{(cos(0),sin(0)) | 0 < 6 < 2tt} and p{6) = p(cos(0),sin(0)). In addition, />(•) is assumed 
to satisfy 




i 6 )  
Given k points X = {(cos(6,), sin(0,-)), t = 1, • • • , k} such that 0 < < $2 < * * * < 




for i = 2, • • • , k — 1 (4.17) 
A*.= P^A,M± + ,r). 
Then, the Lloyd map T = (7\, , 2%) can be defined as 
y. îf(X) = , where y, = 
f x/>(x)<fx 




Using (4.17), the y,-'s of (4.18) can be rewritten as 
y. = 
f p(0)cos(0)d0 f p(O)sin(0)d0 
J&6j  JASj  
f p(0)d0 ' f p(0)  dd 
JMi JA9i  
(4.19) 
Letting 0 = {0i, • • • , 6*}, we can redefine the Lloyd map T : [0,2ir)k —> [0,2ir)k as 
( f p(0)sin(0)d0 
Ti(Q) = tan"1 ^ 
I I p(0)  cos(0) dO 
\JA6i  
(4.20) 
Without loss the generality, we assume that Tf(0) € [0, ir/2) and 1 < x < fc since 
there needs only a rotation for other case. Let 6~ = - - 6* = + S'+l ; Then, 
we have 
2i(0) = tan-1 
( r'* 
J p(0)sm(0)d0 \ 
(4.21) 
f p(8) cos(tf) d0 
\Je- > 
Let = p(0)  cos(fl) and il>(0) = p(0) sin(fl). Then, at the fixed point 0 = T(0), the 
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Jacobian matrix of the Lloyd map is the tridiagonal matrix 
9Tt "^c") f,m <w+'W) r 
J »(f I 
,  W+ ) f e_ <t>(6)d0-<f>(9+ )  £  tl>(0)dd 
',•) m 
de 







2(1 + tan Bi 
dTi dTi dTi 
. ddi d$i-1 
From (4.18) and (4.19), we know that at a fixed point 0, 
r*+ r9+ 
J <f>($)  dd = Mi cos(fl,) and J rp(0)  d6 = Mi sin(0,) 
where Mi = |y«| //* p(9)  dO ; then, 
dTi p(0-)sm(di-6-)  _  p{9~) sin(g. -g-) 
dS,-i 2M,(1 + tan2 9,) (cos2 (6,) 2M, 
dTi p(6+) sin(0+ - 6.) p(9+) sin(0+ - 0t) (4.23) 
d5t>i 2A/f(l + tan2 9.) cos2(0,-) 2Mi 
since 0 < 0,— 0~ = ——^L~L < TT and 0 < 6+ — 0, = —— < TT. From (4.23) one 
easily sees that dT/d© at the fixed point is a non-negative matrix. 
Using (4.22) and (4.23), we have 
k 
Mi' 
* - g ©  -
= Mi - p(0") sin(0, - 9") - p(*+) sin(9+ - 5<) 
=  ( j f  m d e ) 2  + ( f g_ ^{9)d6) 2  
<fte)d0 + w)4>W)de] 
-[t l>(9+)J%(9)do-<K9+)£_ *(e)de) \  
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[9+ f9+ [8+ 
= I I <f>(a)<t>(0) dad/3 + / I il>(a)il>(0) dadfi 
JO- J 9~ 0+ ~ g+ 
-(0(0+) - 0(9")) [ m de + (49+) - 40-)) f V(0) de 
r  r  
= / / [(0(Û) - 0'(Û))0(£) + (0(a) + 0'(a))0(/?)] </ad/3 
= / /  [-p '{ac)p( /3)  sin(û) cos(/3) + p'(a)p(0)  sin (/?) cos(a)] dadfi 
>> 
= I I p\a)p(/3) sin(/3 - a) dad/3 Je- Jj- ^ 
i rs 
- 2 J J (p'(0!)p(/?) - P,(/5)p(a)) sin(/3 - a) </ad/3 = \L L 
> 0, 
where the last step follows from (4.16). Thus, by the Gerschgorin theorem, the spectral 
radius of the Jacobian matrix is less than 1 and we have the local convergence of the 
Lloyd iteration on the circle. 
Theorem 3. Let S be the unit circle and assume that p(-) is a smooth density function 
that satisfies 
@"S)sin(a-«>0 VQ^' 
Then, the Lloyd map T is a local contraction near its fixed points. Consequently, the 
Lloyd iteration is locally convergent. 
4.4 Computational examples 
Three different surfaces were used to illustrate CCVT point sets. In all examples, 
Algorithm 11 was used with ax = = 0 and #% = /)% = 1. Monte Carlo sampling, 
i.e., random sampling according to a given density function, on a given surface plays a 
key role in that method. The main ingredient in our sampling procedure is to use the 
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rejection method (60). Additionally, we need to implement the projection process proj 
onto a surface. 
4.4.1 CCVT's on the surface of the unit sphere 
First, let S be the surface of the unit sphere, S = {(x,y, z) \ x2 + y2 4- z2 = 1}. The 
projection process proj is quite simple for this surface because of its simple geometry. 
It is easy to show that the mass centroid of any region of the surface of the unit sphere 
is always located inside the unit sphere, so the proj process can be easily implemented 
as follows. The projection of a given point (x, y, z) inside the unit sphere (except for the 
origin, i.e., the center) onto the surface of the sphere is given by 
proj(x, y, z)  = p(x, y, z)  where r = y/x 2  + y2 + z 2 . (4.24) 
We use the following procedure to sample points on S, the surface of unit sphere, for 
a given density function p(-) defined on S. 
Procedure 1. Set p = max(r,„^)€s p(x, y, z);  
1. sample three random numbers X', Y', and Z' uniformly distributed on [0,1]; set 
X = 2X' — 1, Y = 2Y' - 1, and Z = 2Z' - 1; 
2. set R = y/X2 + Y2 + Z2; t/0 < R < 1, then set (x, y, z) = proj(X, Y, Z); otherwsie, 
go to step 1; 
3. sample another random number U uniformly distributed on [0,1]; ifU< p(x,y, z) /p ,  
return (x, y, z); otherwise go to step 1. 
The results of some computationally determined 256-point CCVT's on the unit 
sphere are given in Fig. 4.1. Three different density functions were chosen: a con­
stant density function; e-6'0*2 which has a large variation, i.e., its values range from 1 to 
e~6 and reaches its maximum on the circle {(x,y, z) | x2+y2 = l,z = 0}; and e~3 0(1~z)2 
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which has a large peak at the north pole (0,0,1). The Voronoi diagrams were produced 
using the STRIPACK package (59). Also, the energies for these tessellations are given 
in Table 4.1. 
Table 4.1 Energies of 256-point constrained centroidal Voronoi tessellations 
of a sphere for three density functions. 
Density function p(x,y ,z)  = 1 p(x,y ,  z)  = e~6,0z* p(x,  y , z) = 
Monte Carlo simulation 1.93818E-01 5.67047E-02 3.08113E-02 
Constrained CVT 9.99540E-02 2.53291E-02 1.29333E-02 
4.4.2 CCVT's on a developable surface 
We next choose the developable surface S = {(x, y, z)  |  z = —x2, |x| < \y \  < 
It is easy to show that the mass centroid of any region of this surface always belongs to 
1 11 
the set Q = {(x,y,z) | |x| < -, \y \  < -, -- < z < -x2}. For a given point (x,y,z) € Q , 
its projection onto S, i.e., (x,y,z) = proj(x,y,z), is found by solving 
2 x(z-J)  x  
x — X 
' z = -x2 
y = y. 
These may be combined into the cubic equation 
x3 + 2i±Ix-x = °. (4.25) 
Since x always belongs to (—^, ^) and z is restricted to (—^, —x2), it is not difficult to 
verify that (4.25) has only one real solution; thus, (x, y, z) is uniquely determined. 
A special procedure is given in the following to do sampling on the developable 
surface S for a given density function p{-) defined on S. Two rejection steps are used. 
Procedure 2. Set p = max(r,„^)€s p(x, y, z);  
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1. sample two random numbers X' and Y' uniformly distributed on [0,1]; set X — 
X' - \ and Y = Y' -
2 2 
2. set V — \/(l + 4X2)/2 and sample a random number U\ uniformly distributed in 
[0,1]; if Ui < V, set x = X, y = Y and z = —x2, and go to step 3; otherwise, go 
to step 1; 
3. sample another random number Ui uniformly distributed in [0,1]; ifl/2 < pix.y, z)fp, 
return (x ,y ,z);  otherwise go to  s tep 1 .  
The results of some computationally determined 256-point CCVT's on the devel­
opable surface are given in Fig. 4.2. Two different density functions were chosen: a con­
stant density function and e-20 0x2 which has a large variation, i.e., its values range from 
1 to e-5 and reaches its maximum on the segment {(x,y, z) | x = z = 0, y € 
Since there is currently no software available for determining Voronoi diagrams for a 
given set of points on such a developable surface, only the positions of the generators 
are given in Fig. 4.2. 
4.4.3 CCVT's on the surface of a torus 
For the last example, we choose the surface of the torus S — {(x,y, z) | (x — p)2 + 
(y — p)2 + z2 = 0.32, r = y/x2 + y2}. The projection process proj for this surface is 
similar to that for the surface of a sphere but is a little more complicated. It is easy to 
show that the mass centroid of any region of the surface of this torus will always belong 
to the set  Q = {(x,  y ,z)  |  x 2+y 2  < 1.3 2 ,  \z \  < 0.3} .  Thus,  for  a  given point  (x ,y ,z)  €  Q 
except for the origin (0,0,0), we have 
proj(x, y, z) = (x + x, y + y, z), 
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where 
1 (x,y) = -(z,y) and d = y/x 2+y 2  
(x ,y ,z)  = —(x— x,y-y ,z)  and d = y/(x  - x) 2  + (y — y)2 + z 2  .  
The following procedure is for sampling points on the torus S for a given density 
function />(•) defined on S. 
Procedure 3. Set p = max(r,,,^)€s p(x, y, z); 
1. sample three random numbers X', Y', and Z' uniformly distributed in [0,1]; set 
X = 1.3(2X' - 1), Y = 1.3(2r - 1), and Z = 0.3(22' - 1); 
2. set R = yJX2 + Y2 and V = y/(X - X/R)2 + (Y - Y/R)2 + Z2; if 0 <V < 0.3, 
then set (x, y, z) = proj(X, Y, Z) and go to step 3, otherwise, go to step 1; 
3. sample a random number U uniformly distributed in [0,1]; if U < p(x,y,z)/p, return 
(x ,y ,z);  otherwise go to  s tep 1 .  
The results of some computationally determined 256-point CCVT's on the torus are 
given in Fig. 4.3. Two different density functions were chosen: a constant density 
function; and e~5"°'v' which has a large variation, i.e., its values range from 1 to e~6-5 
and reaches its maximum on the two circles {(x, y, z) | (x — l)2 + z2 = 0.32, y = 0} and 
{(x,y, z) | (x + I)2 + z2 = 0.32, y = 0}. Again, since there is no existing software for 
determiniming the Voronoi tessellations on a torus, only the positions of the generators 
are given in Fig. 4.3. 
4.5 CCVT's for interpolation and quadrature on the sphere 
We now exmamine the use of the generators of centroidal Voronoi tessellations of the 
surface of the sphere for interpolation and quadrature. We will only consider the case 
of uniformly distributed points, i.e., of a constant density function p(x). 
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The mesh norm h of a set of points {x,-}*=1 on the unit sphere S2 is defined by 
h = max min cos-1(xrxt). 
xÇS2 
Of course, it is topologically impossible to tessellate the surface of a sphere exactly 
uniformly. Note, however, that it is clear that a "uniform" tessellation of the surface 
is large. Thus, we can use & as an indicator of the uniformity of point distributions on 
the sphere. In Fig. 4.4 we provide plots of h and h(n + 1) vs. n for fc = (n + l)2-point 
CCVT's of the surface of the unit sphere. (We set k = (n + l)2 to be consistent with 
the plot given below for global interpolation on the sphere.) We determine the mesh 
norm h by sampling 40,000 points x on the sphere S2 and then selecting the maximum 
value of min,-i *„ cos-1(xTxt) over the sampling points. We see from Fig. 4.4 that 
h(n +1) is indeed nearly constant and nearly equal to 2.2 for CCVT point distributions. 
This implies that CCVT point distributions would be useful for piecewise polynomial 
interpolation on the sphere and for finite element discretizations of partial differential 
equations posed on a sphere. 
We now consider global polynomial interpolation on the sphere S2. In (69; 73), good 
choices of points for this purpose are discussed in detail. Note that if the degree of 
interpolating polynomial is n, then kn = (n + 1)2 interpolating points {x,}f^l are needed 
for global interpolation on the sphere. The "goodness" of a set of interpolation points can 
be characterized by the uniform norm of the interpolation operator. Following (69; 73), 
we determine this quantity as follows. Let Gn(z) = " ^P^1,0^(z), where P&1'6* denote 4tt 
the Jacobi polynomials. Define 
of a sphere into hexagonal-like regions would result in hy/k  « % 2.2 when k 
g(x) = (dLfx^Xi), Gn(xrx2),.. .  , G n (xrx*j) 
and the kn x kn Gram matrix G of the reproducing kernel basis 
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Then, the uniform norm of the interpolation operator An is given by 
||A»||l« = max ||G-ig(x)||<i. 
In Fig. 4.5, we provide, for kn = (n + l)2-point CCVT point distributions, a plot of 
||A„||L~ VS. n, where n is the degree of the interpolating polynomial. We determine 
||A„||loo by sampling 40,000 points x on the sphere S2 and then selecting the maximum 
value of ||G-1g(x)||<i over the sampling points. 
We next turn to interpolatory quadrature on the surface of S2 based on the in­
terpolating polynomial of degree n. If {x,}^1 is a set of quadrature points, then the 
quadrature weights are determined by the requirement that 
r 
/ P(X) dx = y2 Wip(Xi) 
for all polynomials p of degree < n. Following (69; 73), we determine the quadrature 
weights w = (u?i, w-i,... , u?fcn) by solving the linear algebraic system 
Gw = e, 
where e is the vector having all components equal to one. In Fig. 4.6, we provide a plot 
of the maximum and minimum values for the quadrature weights vs. n. the degree of 
the polynominal. 
In (69; 73), four types of point sets for global interpolation and quadrature on a sphere 
are compared. One of the point sets is based on minimising a Coulomb type potential 
energy between points; it is dismissed as yielding very large intepolation operator norms 
and very poor quadrature weights, including some that are negative. CCVT point sets 
are, in these respects, vastly superior to Coulomb potential point sets. Compared to 
the other three types of point sets discussed in (69; 73), CCVT point sets are as good 
as the best of those with respect to quadrature weights; note from Fig. 4.6 that the 
quadrature weights for quadrature points determined from CCVT's are all positive; the 
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spread between the maximum and minimum quadrature weights is comparable to that 
of the best of the point sets discussed in (69; 73). CCVT points sets are also every bit as 
good as the best point set of (69; 73) with respect to the mesh norm h. With respect to 
the size of the norm of the interpolation operator, CCVT point sets do not perform as 
well as do the three best point sets discussed in (69; 73). However, as shown in Fig. 4.5, 
the growth in this norm for CCVT is acceptable for most practical purposes. Moreover, 
it is important to note that CCVT point sets may be determined at very much less cost 
that what is needed for the three good point sets discussed in (69; 73), and the CCVT 
concept are also applicable when studying similar problems for more general surfaces. 
One important observation is that all three algorithms discussed in Section 4.3 (and 
indeed all common algorithms for determining CVT's and CCVT's) merely locate local 
minimizers of the energy functional (4.9). This may account for the lack of monotonic-
ity in the plots in Figures 4.4-4.6. Moreover, it is possible that if global minimizers 
were located that the performance of CCVT point sets for global interpolation on the 
sphere would be as good as the best point set discussed in (69; 73). Algorithms for the 
determination of CVT and CCVT point sets that are global minimizers of the energy 
functional (4.9) are currently under study. 
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Figure 4.1 Voronoi diagrams of 256 generators on the surface of unit sphere. 
Left: Monte Carlo point set; right: constrained CVT point 
set; top: p(x,y ,z)  = 1; middle p(x,  y ,z)  = e-60*2; bottom: 
p(x,y,z) = g-3.o(i-*): 
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Figure 4.2 Voronoi diagrams of 256 generators on a developable surface. 
Left: Monte Carlo point set; right: Constrained CVT point set; 
top: p(x,y,z) = 1; bottom: p(x,y,z) = e-20 0*3. 
Figure 4.3 Voronoi diagrams of 256 generators on a torus. Left: Monte 
Carlo point set; right: Constrained CVT point set; top: 
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Figure 4.6 Maximum and minimum value of the quadrature weights (scaled 
by 4t/kn) when the quadrature points are chosen to be con­
strained CVT generators vs. degree of the polynomial n; the 
number of generators is fc* = (n +1)2. 
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CHAPTER 5. CONCLUSIONS AND CURRENT WORK 
In Chapter 2, we examined several probabilistic algorithms and their parallel imple­
mentations for determining centroidal Voronoi tessellations. From the results of some 
computational experiments, it seems that a new probabilistic algorithm we introduced 
performs much better than the random MacQueen's method and is more suitable for 
parallel computation. The parallel implementation of Algorithm 3 for determining point 
placements exhibits near perfect linear speedup respective to the number of processors. 
There also are a number of issues that need further study. These include, for ex­
ample, improving the convergence rate of MacQueen's method, finding better parallel 
implementations, optimal choices for s (or equivalently q = ps), and optimal choices of 
the parameters {a,,/3,}2=1 for Algorithms 3 and 6. Of course, theoretical convergence 
analyses for Algorithms 3, 5, and 6 would also be desirable. 
The new algorithms we have presented in Chapter 3 result in, for both uniform and 
nonuniform point distributions, high-quality point sets and high-quality support regions. 
Furthermore, being probabilistic in nature, the algorithms are totally meshfree, i.e., they 
do not require, at any stage, the use of coarse or fine meshes. They also can be easily 
parallelized. Algorithms 7 and 8 for support radii determination also possess obvious 
opportunities for parallelization. 
In addition to testing our point placement and support radii determination algo­
rithms in complex three dimensional domains, we are currently studying a number of 
other issues connected with the implementation and use of the algorithms. These include 
the following. 
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Connecting the density function used for generating centroidal Voronoi point sets 
to a priori and a posteriori error estimates; then adaptive point generation algo­
rithms could be easily defined. 
Using anisotropic (tensor valued) density functions for determining point distri­
butions with special properties such as high aspect ratio spacings; these would be 
useful for, e.g., resolving boundary layers. 
Testing the use of the algorithms in function approximation methods, e.g., inter­
polation, and in Galerkin methods for the numerical solution of partial differential 
equations. 
Analyzing properties of the algorithms such as convergence behavior. 
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